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ABSTKACf

The removal of color from the rosin now produced in
wood extraction plants offers a means of reaching a marKet which is comparatively free of tho

3

elos difficulty

encountered at pre s e n t .
There are four methods of improving the color of
rosin:

distillation,

selective adsorption,

traction, and chemical action,

selective ex

Th© characteristics of

these are such that only the second and third are pract
iced industrially:

the product of the first is not

satisfactory, while the economics of th© last ar« un
favorable .

In this research the last three methods-—

those of selective adsorption, extraction and chemical
action— are analyzed on the Oasis of published litera
ture and laboratory Investigations»
Heretofore, adsorption has been carried on entirely
oy percolation methods,

laboratory work shows that con

tact adsorption Is practical and ha

. 3

specific advantages,

In the more uniform qualities of the product, In the
elimination of the necessity for involved countercurrent
contact, and. In the wider selection afforded In tho choice

v

of an adsorbent.

A finely divided, activated clay, neut

ral or slightly acid, is the most efficient adsorbent.
Selective solvent action is limited at present by
the choice of the solvent:

furfural is one of the f«w

generally satisfactory oxtractants.

This investigation

brings out the possibility of extending the choice oeyond
the presently accepted limitation, that 'the extractant
must be immiscible with the rosin solution' , to include
those which are miscibl© with the solution but are capable
of being rendered Immiscible toy the addition of a third
liquid.
In the field of chemical action, an original process
is worked out, using sulfuric acid under carefully con
trolled conditions.

This has the outstanding feature

that it is economically practical without the recovery
and reuse of the decolorizing agent, as is nsoesaary in
the other processes.

The pal© rosin product is of satis

factory quality end has a higher melting point and Potter
heat stability than that produced by other processes.
Although this has not previously been recognized as
being a variable of consequence, an extensive study of
the influence of the rosin solvent on tho efficiency of
the decolorlzation was made; the results showed that the
solvent controls the proportion of resgent--acid,

clay

or extrsctsnt— needed to effect a given clwg.roe of decolorvi

Ization.

The Universal Oil Products Character'ization

Factor & offers the hast index of decolorizing efficiency:
the K should be as high as possible.

Chemically, this in

dicates that low molecular weight paraffin hydrocarbons
are most desirable.
The economics of these various methods are discussed
as a basis for the selection of o. process for a proposed
installation:

the sulfuric acid process has the advantage

of simplicity and requires mini urn investment in equip
ment , while the adsorption process involves maximum in
vestment, Dut, compensating for this, operates with min
imum consumption of the decolorizing agent.

Solvent ex

traction is intermediate in both resnects, and the three
processes are approximately the same in the overall cost
of decolorizing the rosin.
Fl w diagrams of the known and proposed processes,
abstracts of selected references, and a complete patent
Dibliography ere included to augment the discussion and
give a more complete description of the subject.
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CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION
in the past few years the marketing of the rosin
produced as the principal product of wood extraction
plants has become increasingly difficulti production
has been expanding steadily as new plants were opened,
while consumption has either failed to Jce^p pace, or has
fallen off due to changing world conditions.
This has become a proolem of major importance to
the wood naval stores producers, the majority of whom
sell their rosin in the one color grsd« obtained in the
extraction process.

The result has Dsen that these plants

must operate either part time or at reduced capacity.
However, economic analysis indicates very definitely
that, as a whole, the wood branch of the Industry has been
making appreciable progress and has oecorae soundly estab
lished®.

The experience of those wood rosin producers

who have diversified the form in which they market their
rosin has Deen the opposite of those who did not®*:

they

have not only been able to operate continuously, but have,
in several cases, increased their plant capacity to meet
the demand for their products.

What, then ere these diversifiorl projects which
mark +he difference in success and failure in this in
dustry todoyi*® 137

Four general courses are possible:

(1) for the navel stores producer to manufsctnrc inter
mediates, the chemical products used by th'

consumer17;

(2) to modify slightly th© chemical and physical char
acteristics of ^he rosin, making it a more satisfactory
31 £t S 0
product to use;
(3) to remove color from the rosin..
©

o

10

making it available in all color grades;

and (4;

purely theoretical research8 8 .
Analysis of these possibilities shows that (1) and
(2) take the form of technical service to the consumer
and would benefit only those industries which can use a
dark rosin; (3), in contrast, makes wood rosin suitable
for a much greater number of industrial uses; (4) would
be of immediate value only insofar as it could be applied
to the benefit of the other three.
To determine which type of research would be of ma x 
imum value, a questionnaire was sent, to r <rnr ftsentative
rosin salesmen in various parts of the b'nitod States.
seen by the summary in Table I, on the next

p

ore, these

were almost unanimous in their selection of decolorized
rosin as a product which would find a field of use ex
tensive enough to relieve the marketing problem satis
factorily .

As

4
fable X
ANALYSIS OF SUGGESTED RKSjsAh OH PROGRAMS0

A. Present Marketing Conditions
Is any part of the sales problem
attriDutable to the number of
wood rosin producers?
Do modified wood rosins have sales
advantages over untreated?
Does the wood rosin com« into direct
competition with gum rosin?
Are materials other than rosin tending
to replace rosin In Its estaollshed
uses?

YKS

NO

4

0

3

1

3

1

4

0

B. Order of Preference for Diversified Products
1st
2nd
0
Decolorized rosin
4

3rd
1

Modified Kosins

0

3

2

Chemical Intermediates

1

2

2

C. Market for Diversified Products
(Indicated as supplementary to or competitive with
present market for FF Wood Ko3in)
Supplements
Compete
Decolorized nosin
4
1
Modified Rosins

3

1

Intermediates

2

3

° Compilation of Answers from Five Representative Hosin
Salesmen In Various Farts of the United States to
Questionnaire,
Answers Received August 1939.
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Accepting this conclusion and turning attention to
the present status of decolor!nation processes, a orief
survey shows that there are three major obstacles between
the desire of a small plant to mate decolorized rosins
and the accomplishment of thiss

(1) a lack of published

data on the theory and operation of decolor!zation pro
cesses; (2) privately owned patents,

covering both pro

cesses and products; and (3) selection of a process, the
economic characteristics of which are suited to those
of the individual company.
Realizing these difficulties, this thesis is Intended
to present all decolonization processes, on the basis of
puolished literature as well as original laboratory re
search, and to analyze and interpret the results to offer
a complete picture of the problem, for the benefit of
those concerned with its application.

CHAPTER II
KNOWN OEGOLOaiZATIOK PROCESSES
The FF rosin0 produced by the wood extraction ol&nfc
is characterized by Its ruby red color.

There are a num

ber of theories regarding the nature of the color, but
the more generally accepted belief Is that dark rosins
are a mixture of cure rosin acids, oxygenated acids and
a third, non-acid ingredient.

The palest rosins, essent

ially pure acids, are free of all red color and are
light yellow or amber7 .
Chemically, these acids are of the abletic series,
Csoflso^ la» & group of optically active, tricyclic, mono3

carboxylic acids;1® 81 ^ In wood rosin, l-sblatic is the
Is 10 8 3
chief Isomer present.
Its properties of interest
for decolonization considerations are that it contains
unsaturated linkages, capable of undergoing addition,
Isomerism15 17 and polymerization; It is stable, but will
decompose at tempers.tures above 25C-300°C; the rure acids
are soluble In petroleum hydrocarbons and In benzene,
Wood rosin Is graded according to color:
B, FF, G
and H are dark; I, K, KI, and N ere intermediate grades;
WG, WW and X are pales®.
Samples are graded by comporl
son with standard cubes or with Lovlbond g h s a - s .
6

7
aceton©, the alcohols and other common organic solvents3 .
Although the acids may he prepared In crystalline form14,
in rosin they are present as an isomorphous m a s s 13; th©
crystalline acids have a sharp melting point while rosin
is thermoplastic and shows no exact melting point0 .
ix xa so
The oxygenated acids,
the color bodies in
low grade rosin, result from the addition of oxygen to
the unsaturation of the pure abletic acid.

This oxygen*

ation takes place principally in the tree stumps or logs
during the aging period they undergo before being used
for extraction; some color probably forms during the ex
traction process®, but for the most part the extraction
is accomplished in closed systems with th© exclusion of
air.
The third ingredient acts as a diluent, modifying
the chemical reactivity and physical properties of the
rosin acids.

It is responsible for a part of the color

of the rosin, but Its removal improves the rosin only
slightly.

It Is characterized by Its chemical inertness

and by Its insolubility In cold petroleum fractions.
Its chemical constitution indicates that it is a mixture
of decarboxylated rosin acids and lignin or other exThe so-celled ’melting point* of rosin Is determined
by an arbitrary procedure.
This Is more exactly an
indication of the temperature at which rosin has a
definite viscosity,
determined under carefully
controlled conditions.
0

3

8
traneous matter from the tree.
Compared with the pure acids, the other rosin com
ponents are higher melting arid leas volatile; they show
less unsaturation and, generally, less chemical react
ivity; comparative solubility is a matter of what sol
vent Is being considered.
Ihe most convincing proof that the color of the rosin
depends on the proportions In which these bodies are pres
ent is found In the results obtained by analyzing various
grades for their hydrogen, carbon and oxygen contents:
the palest grades approach the theoretical values for
CgoHgoGa, while other grades show oxygen content Increas
ing with color Intensity*.
One important characteristic of the color bodies has
not been mentioned:
latent3 7 .

there are two types, visible and

ITae visible are those actually present, im

parting color to the rosin; the latent are those which
do not affect the grade of the rosin, but which develop
when the rosin Is subjected to heat or alkali treatment.
Experience In the rosin-consuming Industries has proven
that the palest rosin does not necessarily give the
lightest soap or other product.
Chemically, this Is most plausibly accounted for on
the basis of isomerism:

the appearance of latent color

Is attributed to the isomeric conversion of one acid or

9
its alkali salt to another, the acid or salt or which Is
store highly colored.

To he Industrially satisfactory,

rosin must he free of both latent and visible color
bodies.
Analysis of the characteristics of these different
components show four different bases for decolorizing the
Impure rosins:

in each the decolonization is a refining

operation, increasing the proportion of the pure acids,
rather than destroying the color itself.

The four

methods a r e :
(1) Distillation Processes— based on the greater
volatility of the unoxidlzed acid3.

The thermal instabil

ity of the rosin at elevated temperatures makes the use
of carefully controlled conditions necessary*

The dif

ference in volatility is not very great, and means of
making sharp separation by the use of special equipment,
auxiliary agents, etc., are desirable.
(2) Selective Solvent Action— the use of sol
vents which will dissolve on© component and not another,
The color bodies are more polar and consequently more
soluble in polar solvents than the pur© ©bietic acid.
The use of non-polar solvents likewise could be expected
to dis3olv© the pure rosin selectively.
(3) Selective Adsorption— the selective binding
of one component of the mixture to the surface of an active

10
solid, either by physical or by pseudo-chemical means*'
The more reactive nature of the color bodies toward most
adsorbents causes them to be preferentially taken up from
a rosin solution, leaving refined rosin in the solution.
(4)

Selective Chemical Action— which involves

the use of some reagent which will selectively combine
with or otherwise alter the color-producing bodies so as
to give a form which may be separated from the unchanged
rosin.
Combination of two or more of these methods is pos
sible and is claimed to give better results than the use
of the same methods separately0® .
Miscellaneous physical treatments are claimed to
improve the color of the rosin, usually as an auxiliary
treatmentj in most cases, however, this is secondary to
the physical changes sought; these treatments will not
be included In this discussion, except as they Involve
other processes.
A brief resume of the development and present status
of decolonization processes will serve to show the in
dustrial application of these theoretical principles.
Distillation31 was the earliest process tried on an
industrial scale:
in the f50s.

it was of interest from 1914 until early

The basic process called for vacuum and temp

erature such that the pure rosin acids would vanorize, pass

over, and toe condensed without thermal decomposition.
Later, numerous variations were suggested, as the use or
inert gas,

special equipment, and other means of increas

ing the sharpness of the sepax^ation.3 ° 3S3
The major shortcoming of this process was the qual
ity of the product.

Although the distillation could toe

controlled to give the intermediate grades, these proved
to be free of visible but not of latent color.

The pro

duct was not satisfactory for industrial use and, today,
no decolonization plants are known to operate with this
process.
Emphasis in decolorization next centered on ridding
the rosin of the latent color bodies; two processes were
developed, both of which were satisfactory in this respect.
These were selective extraction®® and selective adsorption34
Utilization of the principles of selective solvent
action has followed both theoretical possibilities: sol
vents for either the pure or the oxidized rosins select
ively have been found.
The most common procedure is to dissolve the dark
rosin in a gasoline fraction (which has little or no sel
ective action), contact this with the extractant (usually
an immiscible organic solvent), separate the immiscible
layers, and recover decolorized rosin from one, color bodies
from the other.

Both products have value and industrial use

12
the solvents are distilled off and reused.
A variety of extractants has been proposed., but only
a few have properties satisfactory for industrial use.
Furfural is presently used by a large company and is prob
ably the only application of selective extraction.

Sev

eral extractants have the selectivity and other theoret
ical requirements, but none have all of the character
istics which make furfural satisfactory:

its boiling

range and low volatility losses, its capacity for contin
ued reuse, and its availability at low cost.
This process has been found most efficient #ien
countercurrent opci’atlon is used.

Descriptions in period

icals and in patent literature show no outstanding dif
ference in theory or operation between this Process and
the comparable selective refining of crude -petroleum oils,
with the possible exception that the latter industry oper
ates without the use of solvents.
The adsorption process is very similar to extraction,
the primary difference being that operation is limited to
methods in which the impure rosin is in gasoline solution
and the color bodies are selectively removed:

the color

matter is taken up by s solid material rather- than by
smother solvent.
Of all the industrial adsorbents, only fuller*s earth
and activated clay have been reported for use with rosin.

13
The methods toy which adsorption is carried out industrially
are those of percolation:

the adsorbent is in a fixed

position in beds and the solution is pumped through; th©
adsorbent Is never handled.

This type operation has been

used by at least one large concern.
For a long time only two companies* one using ex
traction, the other adsorption, were producing rosin in
all color grades.

Kecently a third has begun the man

ufacture of pale rosin, but there lies been no description
In the literature of the process employed, other than a
specification on an adsorbent for decolonization purposes.
(See patent # 106, Appendix II-c.)

At th© present time

no other producers are offering pale wood rosins for sale.
The fourth process developed gradually, finding max
imum interest as a means of improving other processes.
The literature on this subject is found almost exclusively
in patents; several references present laboratory or chem
ical methods of preparing pure abietic acid, but there is
no report of ©ny commercial operations using chemical means.
These agents may be used to treat rosin, either in
solution or in the molten state.

In th© first case the

reaction product between the chemical and the color bodies
is insoluble in the gasoline end separates out, making the
task of the adsorbent or extractant easier; in the second
the reaction product is more insoluble when the pure rosin

14
is selectively extracted, or Is less volatile when the
pur© acids are distilled from the mixture.

Alternatively,

this combination may be with th© pure acids, allowing the
selective concentration of the color bodies; in this case,
the reaction is reversed to recover the pure acids In their
original form.

A few reagents are claimed as giving exten

sive decolonization, by this mechanism, without the use of
other refining methodsf3, ***

A few color destroying

agents, as nascent oxygen*0 , and the halogens (Patent 67)
are claimed to bleach rosins.
A detailed description of these refining methods is
given in the abstracts in Appendix III.

Abstract #10

covers distillation, #11 and #14 extraction, #15 and #17
adsorption, while #18 and #19 are representative of chem
ical action.
Patent Survey
The patent situation in rosin decolonization deserves
particular attention.

There are numerous patents on each

of the decolonization processes, some of which seem to
dominate the field and preclude further work, others of
which seem to directly infringe upon or to be invalidated
by others.

The importance of this subject to anyone con

sidering the adoption of a known process or the develop
ment of an original method cannot be overemphasized.
A compilation of the United States patents on all phases

of decolorization Is given in Appendix X I .

This tabula-*

tion is chronological by process classifications:

the

reference numbers are in sequence for the entire field,
rather than for the different processes, In order to show
the comparative priority of patents In the various pro*
cesses $ the key letters designate process classifications,
fa ’ being distillation,
chemical, and

*b* extraction,

1c* adsorption,

*&*

miscellaneous.

Looking at the subject generally, it may be con
cluded that there are two types of patents;
ents and process patents*

product pat

The distinction is Important

in that si valid product patent would dominate the field
and prevent the legal production of pale rosin by any pro
cess, while a valid process patent would only prevent th©
use of that particular method*
Only a few rosin patents are claimed as protecting
the product.

The first of these (#b-22) Is for the rosin

obtained by selective solvent refining.

This patent claims

ss invention 1A rosin substantially free of those latent
color bodies which tend to darken in the presence of air
and an alka3.i* and fhaving an optical rotation of from about
+1 to about +10°. f

(FF Wood Rosin has an optical rotation

of about +li to +7°.)

Another patent specifIng the phys

ical characteristics of the product Is that for heat
treatment of the product of decolorization processes (e-38).

16
it Is claimed that this supplementary heat treatment im
proves the color and color stability of1 the rosin, its
optical rotation and Its tendency to crystallize from
solution.

A prior patent (#©— 18) covered the same treat

ment, using FF instead of pale rosin as the starting mater
ial.

Only one other patent (#e-74) claims a pale rosin

product:

this patent Is for refining and polymerizing,

the primary purpose being to raise the melting point of
the rosin; the decolorizing effects which accompany the
melting point improvement are considered incidental.
Analysis of the process patents shows that, as a
«hole, these cover specific features of a process rather
than the basic principles underlying the separation;
further study orings out the reason.
in distillation, the basic principles are covered
Dy a public patent (a-11).

This precludes any claims by

private investigators as to the process itself and restricts
them to specific conditions and auxiliary agents for effect
ing the separation more efficiently.
In the fields of selective extraction and selective
adsorption, the refining is essentially the application
to rosin of these unit operations, as developed In petrol
eum and other industries.

Consequently, valid patents

cover only th© agent, the arrangement of processing onuip—
m e n t , the us© of auxil 1 spy chemIea3.s , or o fher sn<?c3f 1.c

17
features which Improve or extend the basic process*
The existence or early patents, now expired, which,
first presented the idea of chemical refining, restricts
present patents to the use of specific chemicals or sree~
lal methods of applying them effectively.
It is not the purpose of this discussion to present
evidence either for or against the validity of any patent.
They are included here to show the characteristics of the
pale rosin produced by known processes, and to present
the complete patent situation for consideration by any
one contemplating production of a pale rosin which might
Infringe upon valid patents, either as to product or as to
process.
Summarizing this discussion of the present status of
decolonization processes, it may oe concluded that the
selective extraction and adsorption processes have proven
Industrially practical; distillation methods fail in th©
quality of the product, while the use of chemical reagents
has not been developed on a commercial scale.

CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL— MODIFICATION OF KNOWN PRO CESSES
Analysis of the known processes of decolorizing
rosin shows that all have Inherent weaknesses which de
tract from, hut do not prevent, their Industrial applica
tion.

Further study brings out a number of points in

which the theoretical possibilities are apparently un
touched, either In th© chemical principles underlying
the process or In the engineering methods by which they
are carried out.

This chapter Is devoted to these short

comings, and presents the results of experimental labora
tory work on methods of minimizing them.

The various

processes will be considered separately.
i- Adsorption
Outline of Study:

The outstanding feature of ad

sorption processes is that all applications use percola
tion methods, with no mention in the literature of con
tact adsorption.

While these two methods are based on

the sim© theory and accomplish the same net results, op
erating conditions are very dissimilar; considering the
decolorizetlon of rosin in view of these differences, It
can b© seen that there are reasons both for and against
18

19
the use of the contact process,
‘
T he basic principle in rosin decolor!nation is to
keep the weight of adsorbent needed to decolorize th©
rosin at a minimum; all operating conditions are directed
toward this end.

However, under even the optimum con

ditions known today, the adsorbent is worth many times
the value of the rosin being treated, and it is necessary
for economic reasons to reuse the adsoi’toent continually,

if contact methods could bo proven as bettering the ad
sorption process in this one respect, it would bo a def
inite step forward*
In percolation adsorption, the adsorbent is kept in
a fixed position and the solution to be treated is passed
through these *bedsT; in contact adsorption, the solution
and adsorbent are agitated together and separated In any
convenient manner; the former involves a minimum of mater
ial handling and relatively simple apparatus; the latter
calls for more operations and equipment*

-?ere all other

factors equal, this would be a deciding factor against
the contact method, tout the contact process has other
advantages which should balance this.
‘fhe contact method may be carried on uncle,r a wide
range of operating conditions:

temperature and tire of

contact, the ratio of adsorbent to solution, and many
other features are more easily controlled by contact

20
adsorption.

In addition, the contact process is batch

operation, while the percolation is semi continuous.

Con

sequently, the product in the former case Is uniform
throughout and can be duplicated from batch to batch,
while the latter

gives

a product which varies in

quality as the decolorizing capacity of the bed is used up.
The method by which the adsorbent and solution are
contacted makes possible variation In the physical char
acteristics of the adsorbent.

Percolation adsorbents are,

of necessity, granular, with a minimum size of 20 to 50
mesh; even so, difficulty Is encountered In channeling
and other mechanical problems.

Contact adsorbents, In

contrast, may be as fine or as coarse as desired.

Ad

sorption theory Indicates that the finer the decoloriz
ing agent Is, the more efficiently It operates; this Is
a convincing argument for the contact process.
Accordingly, the experimental work has the object
ive of verifying these theoretical possibilities by lab
oratory evidence; In this study, data can be obtained
which will fix the optimum operating conditions for the
contact process and which can be used either as a basis
for the design of an adsorption plant or as a guide for
Investigating the economic feasibility of the contact
process and contrasting it with the percolation method.
As described In the literature, decolonization by
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adsorption involves four operations:

(.1) reducing the

rosin to a form in which it may be contacted with the ad
sorbent, by dissolving it in an inert solvent? (2) con
tacting this solution with the adsorbent; (5 ) separating
the now decolorized solution from the spent adsorbent;
and (4) recovering the rosin from the solution.

The

first two operations control the decolonization, while
the last two are purely mechanical and would be the same
whether contact or percolation adsorption is used*

Since

the manner in which this is carried out at present is
satisfactory, the present research is concerned with the
first two only,
Experimental:

General Process:

With the rosin in

hydrocarbon solution, optimum results were obtained oy
bringing the adsoi’bent, an activated clay, into suspen
sion through the agitating effect of convection currents
resulting from refluxlng the mixture.

This contact was

continued for half an hour, with partial return of the
solvent.

When decolonization was complete,

the clay was

separated by decantatlon or filtration (or both) and the
pale rosin recovered from solution.

Contact adsorption

was effective without complicated recycling of the used
clay, although this clay has decolorizing power and may
be used to advantage.
This procedure exemplifies contact adsorption and as
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such shows that— in the laboratory,

at least— decolorlza-

tlon is fully as effective as with percolation methods.
Hie discussion which follows takes each of the pos
sible variables and indicates what experimental evidence
led to the selection of the optimum operating conditions.
Conditions during the adsorption operation are discussed
first.
Temperature and Agitation:
found to be inseparable.
sources:

Those variables were

Agitation may be from two

natural, due to convection currents, and forced,

effected by mechanical means.

At low temperatures, nat

ural agitation is negligible and mechanical means must
be used to obtain the necessary contact between solution
and adsorbent; as the solution is heated, and as the
temperature increases, convection becomes more and more
pronounced, until, as the solution refluxes, the adsorb
ent is kept uniformly and completely in suspension.
Without sufficient agitation either of two effects-both of which decreased the efficiency of the decoloniza
tion— were noted?

the adsorbent was not utilized com

pletely and the solution was not decolorized to the max
imum extent possible; or, a much, longer period was needed
to obtain maximum color removal.
There are two methods by which the temperature can
be controlled:

by keeping the solution below its reflux-
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Ing temperature, or by the choice of the boiling range
of the solvent:

It was found In all cases that the

dwcolor!zation was most efficient at the normal refluxing temperature of the solvent used; no studies were
made of the use of pressure to raise the boiling point
of the solution, however.

Hydrocarbons of different

boiling range were tested with the general result that
the lower boiling fractions were best*

while this seems

inconsistent, that two methods of obtainlnp; the seme temp
erature give different results, later work ©xclsins this
on the basis of the solvent composition (sew Chapter IV).
Time:

While the time for the adsorption varies to

a large extent with the degree of agitation, as has been
indicated,
ary.

there is still a certain minimum time necess

This was found experimentally to be around twenty

or twenty-five minutes total time, divided about equally
between the time given to heating the mixture and time
for refluxing (in the cases where the materials are mixed
at room temperature), or slightly less, around fifteen
minutes, when the adsorbent Is added to the solution al
ready heated to its boiling point.

If these minimum

times are allowed, the same decolonization results In
all cases; the use of shorter pe r i o d s of contact does not
give the adsorbent the opportunity to take up color to
Its ultimate capacity, while the use of l o n g e r p e r i o d s
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does no barm except the waste of* time and heat.
Reflux:

Since it la best to reflux the mixture, the

problem arises as to what should be done with the solvent
vaporized.

For* economic reasons it will be condensed and

reused, but the question is whether the condensate should
be returned as reflux or whether it should be returned to
a storage tank, leaving less solvent to be removed in the
evaporators.
She answer was found to depend on the effect of sol
vent removal on the concentration and physical character**
istics of the solution.

Until the solution concentration

reached 50% rosin content or higher, no detrimental ef
fects resulted; as more solvent was removed,

the solution

became viscous and interfered with the decolonization and
with the ease of separating spent clay from the treated
solution.

This indicates that the most satisfactory

course is to run off the first solvent distilling,

then

to change to total reflux as the solution reaches a limit
ing concentration around twenty-five percent rosin con
tent.

This procedure will result in the removal of the

light ends of the solvent and .iv*? a slightly higher refluxing temperature, which, as noInted out in the temp
erature discussion, is desirable.
Influence of water:

The 1air dried*

clays and earths

contained appreciable amounts of moisture which was dls-
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placed Dy solvent and distilled over during; the refluxing.

The opinion In tliw literature is that this water

Is detrimental and special methods of removing it have
been suggested.

However, duplicate runs— on© with air-

dry adsorbent, the other with bone-dry— gave identical
colcrs and yields.
The water did cause mechanical difficulties:

It

tended to make the adsorbent adhere to th*? side of the
vessel and prevented its effective agitation,
ition, it caused violent •bumping’ .

in add

For these reasons,

rather than for its effect on the decolox*ization, it
was considered best to remove it.

This was accomplished

by the use of a decanter type separator on the solvent
reflux.
Catalysis:

A search was mad© for auxiliary agents

which would increase the selectivity of the adsorbent
for the color Dodies; gaseous sulfur dioxide, aqueous
sulfuric acid, triethanol-amine and ammonia were tested.
These were used as pretreatments to prevent the inter
ference of the moisture in the adsorbents; the sulfur
dioxide was tried Doth as a pr©treatment and simultaneous
ly with the adsorbent, giving the same results In Doth cases.
The sulfur compounds were found effactive:

the gas

entered into no apparent reaction with the rosin, except
In a few cases where, on standing, a slight separation of
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a granular material resulted} this separation by Itself
improved the rosin color hut slightly, while the adsorbout proved considerably more effective on t h i
solution.
ner:

3

pretreated

The sulfuric acid acted in much the same m a n 

when acid of less than 50# strength was used, no

visible effect on the solution was noted, but the ad
sorption was more effective} more concentrated acids,
up to 85# HsS0*, caused a sludge separation which im
proved the solution color somewhat and made the decolon
isation still more effective.

The triethanol-amine and

ammonia were used in the same manner as the acid, but
gave no beneficial effects.
These facts lead to the conclusion that the cataly
sis is more a means of controlling the effective acidity
of the solution:

this is not strictly pH since the sol

vent is non-ionizing, but the analogy to other decolon
ization processes— as the refining of sugar in aqueous
solutions by bone chars, in which pH is known to be an
important variable**®— leads to the belief that the traces
of residual acidity which the 30a or the H 3S04 affords
is responsible for the improved results.

This is sub

stantiated by the observation that acid treated clays
were more effective than th© untreated.
Variations in the Materials;

(Cf. Table III).

The Hosin:

The dark

rosin used in this Investigation was a standard PF Wood
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Kosin.

Hosln samples were taken £i om many different

barrels and varied widely in color and insoluble content;
however, no differences in the decolor!nation could be
attributed to these differences, all samples responding
alike to the adsorption,

iio samples were found which

were Inert or which failed to be decolorized under the
optimum procedure.
The Solvent:

The solvent used in the adsorption

study was a petroleum hydrocarbon of mean boiling point
124°C*

A separate investigation Into the results of vary

ing the solvent was made; this is discussed In the next
chapter,
The Solution:

A study was made of the Influence

of changing the method of dissolving the rosin in the
solvent or of varying the concentration of the resulting
solution.

It was found that most efficient decoloniza

tion resulted when the maximum amount of gasoline insol
uble was separated In the dissolving operation.

The

separation may be effected by taking advantage of the
characteristics of rosin solubility In hydrocarbons:
low grade rosin will dissolve in hydrocarbons In all
proportions when both are hot, but not when *he mater
ials are cold:

solutions of less than 7>Op rosin content

are unstable and will separate out the insoluble matter.
This is understsndable on the hypothesis that, in concen-
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tr&tod solutions, the rosin is a solvent for the Insol”
uble matter, and that separation occurs only when the
mixture is in such proportions that the hydrocarbon
and not the rosin Is acting as the solvent.
The simplest and most effective method of’ effecting
solution, accordingly, is to mak© up a concentrated mix
ture (around 50< rosin content) by the use of heat, cool
this to room temperature and dilute with additional sol
vent .

The quantity of insoluble which separates depends

upon the amount of solvent used., the more dilute solutions
being freer of the insoluble matter.

However,

'hers Is

a practical limit beyond which the additional separation
does not Justify the cost of removing the extra solvent.
Concentrations in the range of 15-20$ seem to be an opt
imum comp romi se .
The concentration of the solution has its effect
on the decolorIzation:

very concentrated solutions are

not as well decolorized as are more dilute, for a con
stant ratio of adsorbent to rosin.

This is probably at

tributable to the previously mentioned solvent action of
the rosin for the Insoluble matter, and, by hypothesis,
for the color bodies as well, or to the physical char
acteristics of the solution which prevent, good agitation.
As can be seen from the data In the accompanying table,
the detriment al effect of solutions more concentrated than
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t m m

xi

ADSOKPTIQS— EFFECT OF 80XOTX0H-OOHCSOTRATIOII

Solution Concentration
(Rosin Content)

Grad© of Product
-•»

.%
16 .
6%
26 .
6%

H

SO.6%

Q

9 9

Yield Pale Hosin
(Overall)

K

80.0

X

82.8
*•

82.8
81.8

Tills data Is for a fixed ratio of air-dry adsorbent
to rosin in solution of .Ssl, using a 200 mesh activated
clay.
Color of product Is average for several runs*

The

yields given are an average overall yield, from FF rosin
to the pale rosin product Indicated.
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25> is very apparent, tout the added, benefit derived from
extremely dilute solutions (5-10$) is slight*

At the

lower dilutions, there is probably a balance between the
improvement due to the separation of more insoluble mat 
ter and the retrogression due to the extractive action
of the dilute solution, its tendency to dissolve the
color adsorbed on the clay*
On the basis of these two effects, solutions in the
concentration range of 15-20$? are undoubtedly the optimum
for decolorisation purposes.
The Adsorbent:

The foregoing has been in general

terms of 1adsorbent1 or decolorizing agent*.

Specific

ally, in addition to the fullers earth and activated clay
mentioned, activated carbons, activated alumina and other
adsorbents were tested.

In general, only the clays and

fullers earths were effective; the cartoons gave only
slight decolor!station, probably due to the acidic nature
of the rosin acids since cartoons are most effective on
neutral bo di es ; the activated alumina was without notice
able effect.
A number of Interesting characteristics are brought
out by s correlation of the clays and earths tested*
Their effectiveness, in order of decreasing decoloriz
ing capacity is given in Table III.
The first two. activated clays produced by the same
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TABLE III
DESCRIPTION

OF ADSORBENTS TESTED

Reference
Number

Classification

Mesh.
Specifications

1

Activated Clay

90% 200 up

Comment s
Highly activated,
recommended for
oil refining,

2

Activated Glay

90%

200 up

Sam© as 1, not as
highly activated.

3

Activated Clay

90%

200 up

Product of same
company as 1 and 2.
Described as neutral,

4

Fullers Earth

100

5

Fullers Earth

30-60

up

4 and 5 are produced
toy the same manufact
urer and differ only
In mesh specifica
tions .

6

Crude Clay ' A S

7

Crude Clay ’A 1, Ho Treatment

8

Crude Clay

9

Crude Clay *B 1, Ho Treatment

10

Crude Clay ’B* , Heat Treated

Acid Treated

Acid Treated

Hos. 6-10 are sam
ples of crude bleach
ing clays. Th©
treatment indicated
was given In the
laboratory accord
ing to accepted
industrial practice.
(Cf. page 32)

These adsorbents are listed in order of their de
colorizing ability toward rosin.
and #10 was least effective.

#1 was most effective
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m&nuf& ctur e r , were about equal in decolorizing powers
the first is a specially treated product, recommended
for petroleum oil refining; the second is a general pur
pose adsorbent not as extensively treated; the difference
in the effectiveness of these on rosin is not enough to
justify the use of the higher quality clay.
is a product of the same manufacturer:

The third

it has the same

mesh specifications, and is derived from the same clay
deposits; it differs, however, in the method of activa
tion, the produet being described as neutral.

For rosin

decclorization it was much less effective than the other
two; in connection with the previous discussion of rH and
catalysis it is interesting to note that the effective
ness of this clay was greatly increased by the use of
small amounts of S0s while the others were improved hut
slightly.
Comparison of 4 and 5 shows the difference attribut
able to the degree of comminutation.

The more finely

divided was the more efficient decolor!zer, veight for
weight.

This is in accord with the theory that adsorp

tion is a surface phenomena:

the finer mesh clays have

more surface than the more granular and are correspondingly
more effective.
Comparison of 6 and 7, and 8, 9 and 10 shows that all
crude earths do not respond alike to activation treatments.®8
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7 and 9 were crude earths which had been given no refin
ing whatsoever:

7 was the more effective,

6 and 8 were

the same two clays after acid treatment by laboratory
adaptations of accepted industrial activation processes;
6 Increased in decolorizing power severalfold, while 9
was essentially as effective as 8,

10, obtained by heat

treatment of 9, showed no improvement, although heat
treatment is accepted in the literature as Improving the
effectiveness of certain crude clays.
This investigation was not pursued further, as it
was not intended to study the theory or activation of
adsorbents, but only to indicate what types are most ef
fective for rosin decolonization.
Reuse of Adsorbent:
applying the adsorbent:

There are three methods of
(1) fresh adsorbent may be used

at all times, applied as one or more increments; (2) the
adsorbent may be used in countercurrent operation, the
rosin solution being treated with adsorbent that has been
used progressively less:

the untreated solution meets

most nearly spent adsorbent, while the final contact is
between fresh adsorbent and decolorized solution; or (3 )
the clay, used as in (1), may be reused to treat additional
quantities of unprocessed solution,
(1)

is the simplest to carry out, requiring a mini

m um number of contacts to obtain the decolor!zation;
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studies were made by employing

p

definite total weight of

clay in one or two portions to treot a given quantity cf
solution.
both cases.

Identical yields and colors were obtained in
This indicates that the clay is taking up

color to Its maximum c a p ac ity and the previous history
of the solution makes no difference In this capacity.
Table IV compares these runs.
(2) was studied by carrying on countercurrent ad
sorption in two, three and five stages.

These results,

with the corresponding data for single stage operation,
are summarized In Table V.

The rosin In all cases showed

essentially the same color, while the variation in yields,
from the average, was less than the probable experimental
error.

This proves very definitely that contact adsorp

tion eliminates the necessity for the Involved cotint ercurrent operation characterized In the percolation process.
(3) showed that the ’spent* adsorbent from (1) still
had decolorizing power.

If this clay was used with a

second portion of solution such that the ratio of clay
to rosin was the same as in the first contact, poor de
colonization resulted; however, If the second portion of
solution was only one half or one third, the eol^r of the
rosin was brought u p to that obtained by the use of the
fresh clay and the two portions of decolorized solution
could be combined.

Yields in the second case were the same
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TABLE IV
USB OP ADSOHBKDT IN INC.>PWBNTS°

Run
£

PF Solution
Quia. Cone.

Adsorbent
Graa. P r o p .g

1

355

15.50$

55

100

2

211

18.96

20

50

20*

50

Decolorized. Solution
Q m a . Cone. Yield8 Color
358

12.65$

71.2
(77.8)

191®
191*

16.38$

71.7
(78.0)

'W

Notes: —
° . Procedures used in these runs Identical; both
conform to general procedure described on p . 21.
Adsorbent used was activated clay #2, of Table III.
a . Proportion, expressed as per cent by weight of
dark rosin in solution.
a . Figures given are overall yield, Including Q%
loss of gasoline Insoluble matter on redissolvIng rosin In solvent; figures in parentheses
are yields on solution basis.
4 . Second 20 gm. portion of clay added to filtrate
from first treatment.
*. Overall recovery for the two stage treatment.
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TABLE V
COUNTBKCUKRBJJT OFEKATIOH0

# ot
Stages

Earth-Rosin
Eatio

Pale EosIn Product
Grade
Yield*3
Yield3

1

.5:1

I - K

91.0?

83.4?

2

.5:1

I- K

*

*

3

.5:1

87.0?

80.0?

5

.5:1

92.0?

84.6?

90.0?

82.8?

Average

I
I- K
I - K

Motes: —
° . For description of this procedure,

see p. 33.

1 . Using adsorbent 2 of Table XII.
•. Yield on solution basis.
a . Overall yield, including separation of gasoline
Insoluble matter In dissolving operation.
*. Data not available.

or slightly higher:

the slight improvement, is attributed

to the probability that the adsorbent mechanically retains
a certain amount of decolorized solution, regardless of
the method of separating the two, unless excessive quantitles of solvent are used to wash ^he adsorbent, but
this *hold u p 1 will be the same whether the clay is used
once or many timesj on this basis, the lower yield in the
first case represents decolorized rosin recovered, not
the true percentage of pale rosin in the FF solution,
while the higher yield in the second case represents both.
A comparison of these three cases at first seems to
give incongruous results:

cases 1 and 2 show very def

initely that a given prooortion of adsorbent to rosin can
effect a maximum amount of decolonization, regardless of
the method of contacting the materials, while 3 proves
that this same used clay can decolorize additional rosin.
The explanation lies in the difference in the forces
effecting the adsorption:

if the driving force is con

sidered as being the difference in the color bodies al
ready on the clay and the amount which would be if the
clay were contacted with a solution of FF rosin, it fol
lows that in the first two cases this is the same, while
in the last case the additional decolonization is duo to
the more favorable equilibrium conditions which, combined
with the higher clay-rosin ratio, allows full decolorize-
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felon.

While countercurrent adsorption also operates

under more favorable driving forces than the first method,
this has the disadvantage that the final contact Is under
conditions such that fresh adsorbent acts on a solution
in which there is a comparatively small amount of color,
and probably adsorbs pure rosin as well as color; In sub
sequent stages, the color replaces the pure acids, and
this additional exchange Is sufficient to offset the bet
ter equilibrium conditions afforded, by the countercurrent
operation; this mechanism has been accepted for counter
current operation by percolation methods.

(Patent c-64).

Assuming that It Is true, In the case of contact adsorp
tion, it explains why one stage operation is as effective
as multi-stage countercurrent.

However, this is a matter

of conjecture, and the facts are those presented, ir
respective of the explanation.
Adsorbent-Hoain hatio:

Heretofore actual decolor

ize! ion results were given only in cases where all var
iables were constant except the specific one u n d e r con
sideration.

This was not because this data was not avail

able, but because it w o u l d have had little or no sig
nificance unless additional information wore Included
with regard to th© specific adsorbent and the ratio In
which It was used.

These two factors control the g r a d e

of the rosin produced.

For any specified adsorbent, used
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In the developed process, the grade and yield depend
only on the ratio of clay to rosin, as shown in Table
VI, on the next page.
Of particular significance In this data is the
almost linear relationship which exists between the per
centages of color bodies (100 less the solution-basis
yield of pale rosin) and the amount of clay used:

when

the clay ratio Is .5:1, the color bodies are 10$; when
the ratio is 1:1, the color Is 20$; and again, at a ratio
of 1.5:1, the proportion is 30$.

This Indicates that this

particular clay can take up color bodies to 20$ of its
weight.

This capacity suggests an excellent basis for

comparing the suitability of different clays.
The data likewise shows that the yield varies qual
itatively, but not quantitatively, with the grade of the
p r o d u c t.

The difference between yields for various grades

Is not linear:

as much color Is removed in changing from

FP to K as from K to N, although +he Improvement Is four
grades in one case, two in the other*

This is because

the color grading is by arbitrary standards and has no
significance in regard to yields in changing from one grade
to the other.
Economics and revivification:

Insofar as

h© theory

or execution of the adsorption operation is concerned, the
foregoing has presented the problems which may reasonably
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TABLE VI
VARIABLE ADSORBT-.OT-RCSIN RATIO

Referenda

Clay-Rosin.

Pale Roaln Product
Color
Yield
Grade Lovlbonds
Solution Overall

S

Kat?.e*

1

•50:1

2

•

OOI1

K

80 A

3

.92:1

K

4

1 .00:1

WG

5

1 .30:1

6

1 .50:1

4 —
i -k

80 A, 2R

90.0??

82.8%

a

a

20 A, .5R

80.0??

73.6%

10 A $

.5R

78.5??

72.2%

ww-x

10 A f

*25R

3

3

ww-x

10A,

.25R

69 .'& %

65.8%

B o te s :--

1.

Clay used was adsorbent #2, of Table III.

s.

Comparison with standard Amber and Red. Lovlbond
Glasses.

a.

Data not available.
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be anticipated.

This does not mean that the operation

is practical from an economic standpoint; to the contrary,
analysis shows that the products are worth hut slightly
more than th© starting material:

the pal© rosin has a

higher value per unit, hut the yield must he considered.
The color bodies which are in the spent clay have a m a r ”
ket value, if they can be recovered without decomposition.
Table VII shows the value of the products and the allow
able processing costs, on a basis of the yields given In
the preceedlng table.

The data represents an average

price which might be realized for the various rosins.
From thi3 it may be seen that the cost of the ad
sorbent alone Is many times the allowable processing
TDgrgain,

The only feasible course is to treat the spent

adsorbent to recover the color bodies and to obtain the
clay in a regenerated form which Is as efficient for de
colonization purposes as was the previously unused clay
which effected the first color removal.
Solvent extraction has been employed for this pur
pose; as stated in the literature, the clay in one plant
has been reused over 700 times with no appreciable loss
in decolorizing capacity®4 .

Alcohol-nanhths, and alcohol-

benzene mixtures have been reported to give satisfactory
results, and acetone-naphtha, pine oil and other solvents
or mixtures have been claimed in patents.

($a c-14,3?,34,3o).
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TABLE ¥11
ECONOMICS OF DFCOLORIZAT10H X

D e c o lo r iz e d Ho s in
Wa I Grade* Yield*
Value

$1.00

0.95

K

81.0

1.01

0.95

M

77.0

0.95

N

0.95
0.95

17.0$

$0.12

$0.17

19.0

0.13

0.19

1.00

0.16

0.21

74.0

1.11

26.0

0.18

0.34

WG

72.0

1.25

28.0

o
CO
o

83.0$

o

I

Allowable
Margaln*

ro

$0.95

By-Product Kosin
Yield* Value*3

0.51

WW

66.0

1.32

34.0

0.24

0.61

•

V a lu e
TTO*
PF*

Motes:—
i. Showing value of FP rosin and of products.
*. Prices represent average for Culy 1940, as
given below;
B (Color Bodies)
FF
I
&
M
N
WG

m

$0.70 per 100#
0.95
1.20
1.25
1 .50
1.50
1.75

2.oo

Yields based on T a b l e VI; y i e l d of Color Bodies
taken as 100$ — Yield Pales.
Allowable Margaln per 100# of FF rosin processes
« Value Pales + Value Color Bodies - Value FP.
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For this research the problem was twofold:

(1) to

prove that revivification could be carried out using
methods of contact adsorption,

and (2) to select the

best solvent for the purpose *
The first required no extensive development.

It

was found that the clay was easll r and completely ex
3

tracted by (1) refluxing the spent clay with a solvent
for the color bodies and (2) displacing all traces of
the extractant with the hydrocarbon solvent used In the
adsorption*

The amount of extractant needed to dissolve

the color bodies was approximately twice the weight of
the clay.

Reflux for five or ten minutes was sufficient

to effect solution of the adsorbed matter*.

This was

followed by filtration and by solvent wash of the cake.
The clay so regenerated was used on untreated rosin sol
ution and gave pale rosin in the same grade and yield as
did the fresh clay.

Alcohoi-benzene? alcohol-naphtha,

and other standard extracting mixtures w ere tried with
satisfactory results.
Xn this work, several shortcomings of the known ex
tractants were observed:

several of these had a high

water content, introducing water In the clay and causing
It to disintegrate; also, the mixtures had poor water
tolerance and traces of additional water caused phase
separation, resulting in poor extraction and d i f f i c u l t i e s
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in subsequent operations; In addition, the filtrate from
the extraction operations contained three components— two
extractants and the solvent used as a cake wash'— and was
correspondingly difficult to resolve for reuse.
The use of organic ketones as the extractants was
tried with good results.

The extraction of color bodies

was complete, using a single ketone to replace the known
extractant mixtures In the standard procedure.

The com

pleteness of the extraction was judged both by the quan
titative recovery of color bodies and by the decoloriz
ing capacity of the extracted clay, which was at least
as good as the fresh clay In all cases.
The effectiveness of these ketones Is due to their
combination of solvent and wetting power:

the wetting

power gives the extractant the capacity to enter Into
the capillaries of the adsorbent

and remove the color

bodies, while the solvent property gives the extractant
the ability to hold a maximum quantity of color bodies
In solution and thus minimizes the solvent needed for the
operation.

The combination of these properties in a single

compound eliminates the necessity of using mixtures— one
component of which possesses the wetting rower, the other
the solvent capacity— as is the present practice.

This

Is advantageous, as pointed out, in the simplicity of
resolving a binary mixture, as compared to a ternary, to
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obtain the materials for reuse.
In addition, the ketones show excellent working qual
ities, including a minimum tendency to remain permanently
adsorbed in the clay and thus interfere with subsequent
decolorizatIon; quite to the contrary, when clays of low
decolox*Izing capacity were regenerated, the regenerated
clay was found to be more effective ■»-han originally, due
to some activating or conditioning action of the ketone.
The choice of a particular ketone for Industrial
use depends on the boiling range of ^he rosin solvent,
It being most desirable to have the boiling points fairly
well apart as to make fractionation sharp and complete.
In the laboratory methyl ethyl ketone proved moat gen
erally satisfactory; others tested and found to work
successfully were diethyl, methyl propyl, methyl iso
propyl, and methyl isobutyl ketones, all of which are
saturated, and mesityl oxide, & typical unsaturnted
ketone.
Miile acetone Is a ketone, in Its complete raiseibility with water it is different from all other ketones
and is not Included in this -roup of new extractants.

In

fact, acetone is subject to the weaknesses which the ex
perimental work shows that the water-Immiscible ketones
overcome:

that they ere irnscible with the naphtha sol

vent In all proportions and have no tendency to separate
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from this solvent in the presence of wster; in addition,
their water tolerance is negligible and water cannot be
introduced to the detriment of the clay.

These char

acteristics are important in that they eliminate the
mechanical difficulties encountered in the revivifica
tion process.
Discussion:

As brought out in the preview at the

b e g in n in g of this chapter, there are two primary con

siderations in fixing the economic feasibility of the
a d s o r p tio n process:
e ffe c t

the quantity of clay required to

a given degree of decolonization,

and the amount

o f processing and material handling needed to bring about
t h e color removal.

The best results reported in the literature for the
percolation process were those cited in TJS Patent 1,807,599
(#c-39) which claimed that a 2:1 ratio of earth to rosin
(by weight of rosin in solution) gave I rosin and a 3:1
ratio gave M.

This is in contrast with the .5:1 and .9:1

respectively, given in Table VI:

approximately four times

as much percolation as contact adsorbent is required to

decolorize a given weight of rosin, under 1he optimum
conditions in each case.
Activated clays for contact adsorption are, as a
general rule, more expensive than percolation clays.
Average prices for these, materials are in the order of
$ 10-15 per ton for the percolation and $30-45 for the
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contact clay, or approximately three times as much.
According to these estimates, the investment in adsorbent
to produce a definite amount of decolorized rosin Is some
what less for the contact process.
While the advantage is slight in this respect, the
value of the more active adsorbent is more pronounced in
other considerations:

the filter capacity need be only

one fourth, the quantity of decolorized solution mechan
ically held in the adsorbent is less, and the volume of
extractant required to cover the spent clay and offect
revivification is decreased.
to one conclusion:

These characteristics lead

that the capacity of the equipment

needed to decolorize a given quantity of rosin is less
in the case of contact adsorption and savings can be ef
fected in the investment in these Itemo,
In processing operations and materiel handling, the
contact process competes satisfactorily, but shows no
advantages as decisive as those brought out above.

As

pointed out, countercurrent operation In contact adsorp
tion would be impossible, due to the prohibitive number
of filtratlons; the laboratory work has definitely In
dicated that this is not necessory, and as efficient decolorizction can be obtained In single as In multiple
contact *
Comparison of these orocesses as to the operations
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r e q u ir e d in

e a c h shows that the dissolving and evaporat

in g are common t o

the two.

The percolation process re

q u ir e s pum ping t o e f f e c t

the contact between earth and

s o lu tio n

and a polishing press or other

in

each e f f e c t ,

means o f re m o v in g traces of suspended clay from the de
c o lo r is e d

s o lu tio n ;

the contact process, Instead, accom

p l i s h e s the c o n t a c t with natural convection, but requires
a filte r

press t o

separate the spent clay*

The essential

d i f f e r e n c e b e tw e e n these Is that the contact process re
q u ir e s an in v e s tm e n t In a filter, rather than In pumps
and a p o l i s h i n g press.
o r c o m p le t e ly , b y th e

However, this Is balanced, largely,
saving in equipment, capacity on the

ite m s discussed previously,

and the t o t a l investment in

e q u ip m e n t f o r the two processes is essentially the same.
Y ie ld s

are t h e only other point of compprison which

w o u ld a f f e c t

the economic situation:

there is no pub

l i s h e d data on the yields obtained In the percolation
p ro c e s s , b u t

indirect evidence may be taken as a basis

f o r comparison.
b e in g used t o

The fuller1a ©firths are described as

capacity when they adsorb rosin to approx

i m a t e l y 1 0 $ o f the weigh1 of the clay. (Note that act
i v a t e d c la y s h ave a capacity of 20% by weight of the clay.
C f. p .

3 9 ).

Accordingly, If clay equal to three times

t h e w e ig h t o f the rosin Is needed to give an M rosin, for

example, the total adsorbed material would be around 50%
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which, is within a few percent of the proportion of color
bodies indicated in Table VI.

Since this is within the

range of accuracy of the data, It may be concluded
there Is little or no difference in the yields of pale
rosin in the two cases, and that the proportions Indicated
approach the true figure for the ratio of the pure rosin
and color bodies in FF rosin.
In summarising this comparison, this discussion has
shown that the contact process Is practical and desirable,
that it compares favorably with percolation methods in
equipment investment and In operating costs, and that it
Is superior In the more effective decolorizing agents
and processing conditions which may be used, as well es
in the inherent features which make contact adsorption
processes, in general, more desirable than percolation
Industrially.
2.* Selective Solvents
Theoretical:

In solvent extraction there are three

requisites controlling the selection of the solvent:

It

must have selectivity for one or the other of the constituents of the low grade rosinj it must have Physical
characteristics such that It can be contacted with the
rosin solution and then be separated comnletely; and its
working characteristics must be satisfactory for Industrial
use.
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The carrying out of the extraction process affords
little opportunity for variations in procedure:
is

the rosin

dissolved in gasoline, the solution is brought into

intimate contact with the extractant, then caused to sep
a ra te

into two layers; pale rosin is recovered from on©

layer, color bodies from the other.
in

Variation is possible

the method of obtaining the contact between the solution

and extractant, and in the manner of using the extractant—
as single stage,

increments or countercurrent.

The char

acteristics of the particular solvent used will, in gen
eral, fix the conditions which are most applicable.
The methods in use for obtaining th^ contact between
extractant and color bodies are:

(1) agitation et ord

inary or reduced temperatures; or (2), heating the mix
ture until the two phase system disappears and the ex
tractant is completely dissolved in the rosin solution.
The first has advantage in its simplicity, the second in
the more efficient contact it affords.
A third process for obtaining this contact, one
which requires different solvent characteristics in the
extractant, appears possible.

This is based on the idea

that certain materials are miscible with a. gasoline sol
ution of rosin, but are capable of being rendered immisc
ible by the addition of another material.

This would lead

to intimate contact between the extractant and color bodies,
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yet could be controlled to give complete separation of
the solvent and the color bodies.

This would be outside

the previous limitations of ’liquids Immiscible with a
gasoline solution of rosin’ and would allow the use of
a number of new solvents.
Experimental:

In the laboratory, the alcohols were

tried in this new manner;

attention was given to those

which are miseible with gasoline but are also infinitely
miseible with water.

Preliminary tests showed that methanol,

ethanol, and tetrahydro-furfuryl alcohols answered these re
quirements:

they were miseible with a gasoline solution of

rosin, but the addition of small quantities of water caused
them to separate.
Tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, because of Its similarity
in structure to furfural and to furfury1 alcohol, can be
expected to be a good extractant, but Its use has never
been developed, probably due to its miscibility with the
gasoline.

Alcohols, as a generic group and the lower

aliphatic members in particular, have been patented, but
their performance has never been satisfactory, due to the
excessively low temperatures needed to cause them to sep
arate from the rosin solution; their selectivity for the
color bodies is satisfactory, however.
To verify these predictions and to ascertain how, if
at all, the water affects the selectivity of the extractant,
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tests were made toy mixing the extractant and the rosin
solntlon and adding water slowly.

The water tolerance

OJT these mixtures was found to he very l^w, the addition
of aoproxir; ately ten percent by weight of the extractant
causing phase separation; the alcohol layer under these
conditions selectively contained color bodies,

^ben more

than ten per cent water was added, the extractant layer
had no selectivity or extractive power:

water Is not a

solvent for rosin, and the higher proportion of water
resulted in the solvent phase acting as an alcoholic
solution of water, rather than as a dilute alcohol.
Comparative tests, made by using +-he t.etrahydro
alcohol in single stage, in increments, and in countercurrent operation, indicated that ^h© countercurrent
operation was the most efficient, giving the palest
rosin per unit weight of extractant used.
No quantiative data was obtained, in this study:
for comparative purposes, identical quantities of fur
fural and tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol were used on equal
weights of rosin in solution.

The results indicated that

the two gave approximately the seme colors and yields of
peie rosin,
ant.

as well as comparable recoveries of extract

^etrahydrofurfuryl alcohol shows a tendency to react

with the rosin, however, forming an ester which plasticines
the rosin and gives it a low melting point.

m

Methyl alcohol was tested list the earn# maimer against
the \i8« of a^ydiuus methanol ts a baa la of e a q p t r l m *
<£he r e s u l t s

i n d i c a t e d t h a t th e seme d e g re e o f d e c o l o r ! s a -

ti«o could b e o b ta in e d , b y t h e u s e o f w a te r t© r e n d e r th e
ftleofeol

is a m a ie lb le a s b y t h e © Id m eth o d o f u s in g lo w

t e m p e r a t u r e s to e f f e c t

th e s e p a r a tio n .

Discussion: Considering, first, the specific pur
pose of the study, the general conclusion wma reached
that there is a narrow range of water eenten* within which
extractants, miseible with rosin solution when anhydrous»
beeeme immiscible with the solution and show selective
extractive capacities for the color bodies in the sol
ution*

when less than this or it leal water content is

used, the extractant is miseible with the rosin solution

in all proportional when more is used, the extractant is
lamlseible but has no solvent capacity for either the
M a i n or tbs color.

&s predicted, the use of solvents

o f these solubility eharaeteristics gives maximum con

tact between color bodies and extractant, without the use
of heat or excessive agitation, and allows the extractant
to be used to Its fullest extent.
T e t r a h y d r o f u r f u r y 1 a lc o h o l w ta used I n d e v e lo p in g
th is

p ro c e s s and p r o v e d as s e l e c t i v e an e x t r a c t a n t as

fu rfu ra l

w h ic h h a s p ro v e n c o m m e r c ia lly s a t i s f a c t o r y •

n e v e r th e le s s , t h i s

l a n o t t o b e ta k e n as c o n c lu s iv e p r o o f
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that it can b© used industrially:

other factors, as its

stability toward heat, its chemical reactivity toward
rosin under the operating conditions,

its cost and

other similar points must be considered.

Its use is

presented as © guide to show the properties which must
be considered In the selection of a solvent for indust
rial use.
The tests on methyl alcohol show that the basic
idea may be applied to effect more practical operating
conditions with known solvents:

to obtain complete sep

aration of anhydrous methanol from the rosin solution,
it is necessary to cool

+ - 0

0 or -10°G, while the same

separation (and extraction of color) Is obtained at room
temperature by the addition of small quantities of water.
In addition, thl3 experimental work brings out the
operations involved in selective solvent refining.
include:

These

dissolving the rosin, contacting the solution

and extractant,

separating the two and recovering pale

rosin from the solution and color bodies from the ex
tractant.

As pointed out, the only variation of any im

portance In these is in the method of obtaining the con
tact in th© second operation;

as fixed by the character

istics of t.he particular solvent, this dictates the temp
erature, agitation or other specific conditions required.
Ko experimental work, as such, was carried ouv on
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the use of selective solvents for the pure rosin eci&s,
rather than for the color bodies,

Many of the prin

ciples underlying this, however, are embodied in the
comparison of the solvents used in the various refining
processes; this Is discussed in the next chapter.
j5. Distillation
No laboratory studies of distillation processes
were made for the reason that the general method does
not appear practical due to the poor color stability
of the pale rosin product.

Should some additional treat

ment be discovered in the future which would overcome
this weakness of the process, this method of separating
the color from the rosin would Immediately become im
portant and would merit extensive research, for the reason
that it would involve no additional processing to recover
the rosin from solution or to regenerate ^he separating
agent to fit it for reuse.
The Donk patent, abstracted in the appendix of this
thesis, and the modifications of this basic process, as
pointed out in the patent bibliography, show the present
status of this process.
4., Selective Chemical Keection
The use of chemicals which selectively combine with
the color bodies in the rosin and cause them to separate
from the pale rosin depends on the specific characteristics
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of the reagent and on the conditions under which it is
used.

Application of these principles in an original

process is described in the next chapter.
SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL MODIFICATIONS OF KNOWN PROCESSESs

Susb&r t izing the foregoing discussions, the results may be
stated briefly:
(1) In adsorption, It has been shown that the applica
tion of the contact process is feasible end has advantages
over the standard percolation method, particularly in the
more effective adsorbents which may be used, and in the
flexibility of operation and the ease of reproducing the
same product from batch to batch.
(2) In selective solvent extraction, the requirements
of th© solvent are changed from * . . . those Immiscible

with a gasoline solution of rosin . . 1 to * . . . those
miseible with the rosin solution, but capable of being
rendered Immiscible by the addition of a third material,
as water* .

This method of contacting the extractant and

the color bodies has advantages and affords wider latitude
in the selection of the extractant.
(3) Distillation processes are not studied, due to
the quality of the product which is Inferior to that ob
tained by other methods.
(4) A new process, depending on selective chemical
action, Is considered separately in the next chapter*

CHAPTER IV
SUDFURIC ACID DECOLONIZATION PROCESS

In contrast with both selective adsorption and
s e le c tiv e

extraction, the us© of chemicals for effecting

d e c o l o r ! zatIon does not assume that the decolorizing
medium w i l l be reused;

this process depends,

Instead,

on t h e use of such small proportions that the recovery

and reuse o f the r e a g e n t Is not an economic necessity*
T h is

Ideal has not been reached to the extent- that

a practical and economical process has been developed
industrially:

either the reagents are not sufficiently

s e l e c t i v e or reactive and high proportions ere necessary,

or, If the reagent is satisfactory In these respects, its
c o s t per pound i s

beyond practical limits.

In addition,

the color bodies are not always removed In a form in
which they may be recovered and marketed.

However, in

sofar as the method of producing a satisfactory pale rosin
Is

concerned, the process has been proven, In theory and

laboratory practice, using as the chemical reagent zinc
chloride, stannic, aluminum or other halides of the smphotheric metals.

(Cf. abstract IB).

Experimental;

The use of sulfuric acid as a rosin
57
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treating a g e n t has been mentioned In the literature:

the

first reference covers the use of dilute acid as a refin
ing medium, producing a ’purified*

wood rosin (c f . ab

stract 19); more recently,

sulfuric acid has been used to

im p ro v e the melting point,

slight decolorization being ob

tained as an incidental result (cf* abstract 20).

Alto

gether, the present status of sulfuric acid treatments
shows that it is used as a polymerizing agent, primarily,
and its possibilities as a decolorizing agent are unde
v e lo p e d .

However, recent engineering developments have led to
method of petroleum oil refining using sulfuric acidj the
fact that both rosin and lubricating oils may be refined
by selective solvents (including furfural, phenol, and
low boiling hydrocarbons in both industries) and by sel
ective adsorbents suggests that conditions may be found
to make possible a sulfuric acid process for decolorizing
rosin.

The experimental work described here is based on

this reasoning and proves not only that it Is theoretically
correct, but also that it may be made the basis of s pro
cess which appears industrially practical and economically
sound.
This process consists of the high speed dispersion
of

3

mall proportions of concentrated sulfuric acid in a

hydrocarbon solution of rosin at room temperature, effect-

&
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ln g th© s e p a r a t io n of* a s lu d g e c o n t a in in g t h e
b o d ie s and l e a v i n g
r o s in *

a s o l u t i o n o f h ig h q u a l i t y ,

c o lo r
p a le

T h e c o l o r b o d ie s may b e r e c o v e r e d i n a m a r k e t 

a b le fo r m fro m t h e

s lu d g e *

Compared w i t h known processes using sulfuric acid on
r o s in

s o lu tio n s ,

w h ic h so a l t e r

this new method differs in two features

th e action of the acid as to produce th©

d e s ir e d d e c o l o r i z a t i o n .
o f c o n t a c t in g

These points are:

(1) the m ethod

the acid and the rosin; and (2) th© strength

o f t h e acid.
Each o f t h e variables comprising t-he complete pro
cess was s t u d ie d
o b t a in e d i n

th e

separately; th © experimental evidence
investigation will be discussed briefly.

Agitation:

The method of contacting the acid and

rosin, as mentioned, is one of the controlling features
o f the process:

in the literature previously cited, no

specifications are made on this point.

However, +he ex

p e rim e n t al work shows that the course of the reaction cf
t h e acid depends on this:

if the acid is merely stirred

w i t h t h e rosin solution, decomposition of the rosin re

sults, causing darkening of the product and general det
r im e n t t o

the quality of ^~he rosin; this reaction is In

no way selective, the acid attacking color bodies and

pure rosin alike.

If the acid Is added slowly and with

complete dispersion through the solution, the action Is
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s h a r p ly s e l e c t i v e

and g iv e s

s e p a r a t io n of the color bodies.

I n t h e l a b o r a t o r y this dispersion was obtained by the

use o f a h ig h s p e e d agitator which kept the solution In
c o m p le te movement; t h e
c re a te d by th e r o t a t io n

acid was added into the vortex
and, striking th© propellor blades,

was b ro k e n into finely atomised drops which were thrown
o u tw a rd b y centrifugal force Into the body of th© sol
u t i o n and uniformly and completely mixed, with I t .
d iv id e d i n

Finely

this manner, with an infinitely largo surface

area, the acid has the opportunity to reach th© color
b o d ie s

selectively and combine with them.

The exact

m echanism o f this combination will be discussed later.

As the acid is completely dispersed and contacted
with the color bodies, a floculent, dark material sep
arates from the solution.

Kept in solution at first by

the agitation, this floe gradually agglomerates and be
comes successively granular and resinous.

In this latter

form it slowly settles out or adheres to the surfaces of
the reaction chamber.

The ti?:,e for this change, under

laboratory conditions of agitation, is from fifteen to
twenty minutes.

Studies of the variation in decoloniza

tion with time show that, for any run, the reaction takes
place principally in the fir3t few minutes during and
after th© addition of the acid, but continues at a notice
able rate for th© next five or -on minutes-

At the end of
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th is

p e r io d ,

c e p tib le

a d d itio n a l d e c o lo r !z a tio n

and i s

not

s u f f ic ie n t to

Is

ju s tify

a lm o s t Im p e r
c o n tin u e d a g i t 

a t io n .
The r a t e o f the a c i d a d d i t i o n depends entirely on
th e e f f ic ie n c y
as r a p i d l y

o f th © a g i t a t o r :

the acid may he added

as th© a g i t a t o r will disperse it.

Too reeid

a d d itio n r e s u lt s

i n t h e effects noted f o r mixing of the

a c id w i t h l i t t l e

or no agitation— -the reaction is not

s e le c tiv e

and does n o t improve the rosin color; too slow

a d d i t i o n does no harm t o

the decolorIzation, but slows

th e p ro c e s s and wastes *ime and agitator energy.
'a g it a tio n

Is

If the

stopped and t h e solution allowed to stand

any tim e a f t e r the acid has been added, no apparent change
ta k e s place,

either beneficial or detrimental to the rosin

c o lo r .
The Acid;

There Is a comparatively narrow range of

a c id s t r e n g t h within which the acid Is most effective for

decolonisation:

below this concentration, practically no

color Improvement is obtained, molting point Improvement
and other effects described in the literature predominat
in g ;

above this concentration decolorIzatIon results, but

the decolonization is not as efficient per pound of acid
as at the lower concentration.

The comparative results

o b t a in e d for variable acid strength are given In Table

VIII.

Analysis of this data shows that the optimum con-
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TABLE VIII

CHEMICAL PROCESS, VARIABLE ACID STRENGTH1
Em
£

Acid
Strength"

Comparative
fiQlpJT*

M.P.*
01

Overall
Yield

i

105.0^

6

2

102.0

4

83.4

84.7%

3

101.0

3

84.2

82.2

4

99.2

1-2

83.2

5

98.3

1-2

83.8

83.9

6

95.3

5

85.2

82.9

7

93. 5

7

85.4

81.1

8

82.5

8

82.8

9

69.0

9

83 .4

89.0

10

52.3

10

80.0

93.2

mm

—

—

—

Ifo te s

*. All runs made with 10^ acid by weight o
liosin dissolved In Solvent L, Table IX.
*. H a30* content.
Acid strength, determined by specif ic gravity measurement»
*. 1 Is the lightest, 10 is the darkest rosin.
M.P. is melting point ( c f . p. 7)-
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centration is i n th© rang© 96-98^ acid; those of less
th a n 85^ strength have practically no decolorizing cap

acity; and more concentrated acids, including those with
fre e

s u l f u r trioxide, are not as efficient as the 96-98^

acids.
The concentrations given in this data are for mix
tures of sulfuric acid and w a ter.

Other studies were mad©

by diluting the acid with non-aqueoua solvents, particularly
th o s e which are miseible with both the acid and the rosin

solvent.

However*, the results indicated that the decolon

isation obtained was proportional to the sulfuric content
of the mixture:

no benefit was attributable to the use of

the diluent, and in many cases it acted as a solvent for
the color bodies in the sludge and was detrimental to the
decolonization*
Studies were made of the various possibilities of
applying the acid.

Applied as increments, the acid was

no more effective— generally not as good— as the same
total weight used as a single application.

Counter

current operation or reuse of the sludge was without ef
fect, due to its gummy character which prevented its
being dispersed or otherwise contacted to produce decolon
ization.
Conditions:

Cf the conditions effecting the decoloi—

izatlon, temperature is of primary Importance:

the decolor
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ls a tio n

i s n o t as e f f e c t i v e

a t e le v a t e d te m p e r a tu r e s as

a t room te m p e r a tu r e o r b e lo w .
fe c ts ,

th is

U n li k e t h e

a g ita tio n

does n o t a p p e a r t o be a d i f f e r e n c e

anism as much as i n

th e

th e r e a e tio n p ro d u c t:

s o lu b ility
th is

i n raech-

c h a r a c te r is tic s

i s m ore s o lu b le w i t h

c r e a s in g te m p e r a tu r e s and does n o t s e p a r a te

e f

of

in 

as c o m p le te ly

h o t as c o l d .
Tem per attire also enters in its effect on the un
tre a te d

solution:

the solubility of the gasoline in

s o lu b le matter is lowered as the solution is cooled,
and separates out; this leaves less impurities in solut
io n t o b e removed.
Th e E o s in S o l u t i o n :

Since these observations show

t h a t t h e b a s is of the process is a change of the color
b o d ie s i n t o

a less soluble form, a portion o f the in

v e s t i g a t i o n was devoted to a study of the influence of
th e solvent on this solubility.
je c ts :

This includes two sub

the method of making up the solution, and the

characteristics o f the solvent used.
G e n e r a lly ,

the optimum conditions noted for sol

u t io n s for adsorption purposes hold for this process:

a

s o l u t i o n o f 1 5 -2 0 ^ rosin, from which f:he gasoline insol
u b le m a t t e r has b e e n removed, gives best results.

The

more dilute; solutions are without justifiable b e n e f i t ,
w h i l e m ore concentrated are definitely not as satisfactory.
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Solvents or various boiling ranges and other var
iable physical properties were used under Identical con
ditions.

Two general observations were made:

(1) that

there is a definite difference in the selectivity of sol
vents, resulting in a difference In the color of the rosin
in solution and In unlike proportions of gasoline insol
uble residue; rosins grading FP, Gr, and H were obtained
b y the dissolving operation alone;

(2) the selectivity

o f the solvent for the acid sludge is directly related,

the solvent giving the best rosin color on solution also
g i v i n g the palest product when treat d with a definite

proportion of acid.
Table IX Illustrates the first of these points.

The

solvents are in order of the paleness of the rosin they
gave on solution alone; for each solvent the boiling
range, gravity, refractive Index and other physical prop
erties which may be used as a basis for correlating the
selectivity of the solvent for the pure rosin acids are
given.
Compering solvents Ti, F and fy--which gave the seme
solution color despite a wide difference in the boiling
point of E as compared with F and G-— It can be seen that
the aniline point is much higher for E, Indicating a dif
ference In the character of the hydrocarbons comprising
it; that is, a high aniline point counterbalances a high
boiling range.
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'TABLE IX
COLOR IMPROVEMENT BY DISSOLVING KOSIK IN
hydrocarbon

SOLVENT ROSIN COLOR
G.I.
HSED
grade Lovlbond

solvents0

PROPERTIES OF THE SOLVENT
MBP St>Gr? A . P .* R . I .6
K®

H

8 0 A ,12R

—

36.0 .6231

--

1.3503

13.18

B

G+

8GA,14R

—

43.2 .6393

—

1.3627

12.96

C

G

80A,16R

9.7

56.2 .6607 58.2 1.5740

12.72

D

G

80 A, 16R 10.5

63.6 .6790 63.6 1.3717

12.52

E

G

80A,23R 10.0

F

G

80A,23K

G

G

H

00

A

12.35

S. 5

77.5 *6990 56.0 1.3982

12.28

80A,23R

8.3

80.9 .7025 56.6 1.3935

12.25

G

80A,27R

7.5

93.7 .7225 55,0 1.4037

12.00

I

G

80A,33R

6.0

66.9

.6824 60 *5 1.3743

12.45

J

G

80 A ,35R

7.0 101.4 .7382 48.9 1.4127

11.87

K

F

80A ,55R

6.5 123.8 .7439 65.2 1.4076

12 r03

L

F

80A,60R

5.0 181.3 .7739 64 .3 1.4298

12.08

H
O

.7140 62.3 1.4011

Notes:—
See p, 27-28 for description of procedure.
x . Gasoline Insoluble Matter, determined by direct
weighing of Insoluble separated in redissolving.
**. Mean Boiling Point, C°, average of Initial, End
Point, and 9 intermediates In Elngler Distillation,
a. Specific Gravity6 0 *>G .
C°, Standard Aniline Point; Gardner,-Paint, Varnish,
Lacquers, Colors, 9th 17d., p. 417.
s . Refractive Index NfS°
a. Universal Oil Products Characterization Factor;
Hougen and Batson, Ind. Chem. Calc., 2nd ’ r)., 1936.
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Similarly, the behavior of E and H, two solvents
having approximately the same boiling point, emphasises
that boiling point alone Is not a satisfactory criterion,
as has been the generally accepted belief*
Table X carries this correlation further and com
pares the decolonization resulting In the sulfuric acidprocess, maintaining all factors constant except the sol
vent used.

Comparison of this ranking of the effective

ness of the solvents with that in Table IX shows only
slight variation:

Solvents A and B reversed positions

as did C and D, while solvent I, 9th In Table IX was 5th
in Table X; solvent J, 10th in the former, Is last in the
latter.

So data Is available for solvent H in Table X.

Since ‘'he second table represents considerably more pro
cessing and material handling,

it Is probable that the

first variations are due to experimental error.

The other

two changes are too considerable to be overlooked, how
ever, and their new positions are more probably correct*
Table XI correlates these observations by arranging
the solvents in the order which seems most logical, based
on both Tables IX and X.

Analyzing this data, it can be

seen that the UOP characterization factor K is the most
reliable Indication, although it is not InfollaMe.

Boil

ing range and specific gravity are rough approximations,
but are subject to more deviations.

The aniline point and
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TABLE X
INFLUENCE OF SOLVENT ON ACID DECOLONIZATION

SOLVENT
USED

COLOR OF PALE ROSIN*
Grade
Lovibond^

OVERALL
YIELD

B

M-N

65A, OR

80.2

A

K-M

70A, OR

82.0

D

K

75A, OR

85.2

1
W

—

80A, 1R

I

I

80A, 2R

86.0

E

I

80A, 4R

86.2

p

I

80A, 5R

84*5

G

H

80A, 6R

81.4

K

H

80A, 6R

84*8

L

H

80A, 6R

86.0

J

H

80 A, H R

85.8

H

C

N o te s :—

These runs made using 5$ acid by weight of rosin
in solution (Cf. Table XIII for further data).
*. Standard Lovlbond Glasses used os method of
grading rc8in.
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TABLE XI
CORHKLATION OF SOLVENTS1
ORDER OF
EFFECTIVENESS

PROPERTIES OF THE SOLVENT
M.B.P.
K
S o .G r .

n ri .

.6231

H•
*
H

B

43.2

.6393

12.96

-

1.3627

C

66.2

.6607

12.72

58.2

1.3740

D

68.6

.6790

12 .52

62.6

1.3790

I

66.9

.6842

12.45

60.5

1.3743

E

104.8

.7140

12.35

63.3

1.4011

F

77.3

.6990

12.28

56.0

1.3982

a

80.9

.7025

12.25

56.6

1.3935

H

93.7

.7255

12.00

55.0

1.4037

K

123.8

.7439

12.03

63 .2

1.4076

L

181.8

.7739

12.08

64.3

1.4298

J (Worst)

101.4

.7382

11.87

48.9

1.4127

00

36.0

¥

A (Best)

1.3503

Note t—
x . Symbols h.ave significances as used In Table IX, p.66.
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the refractive indices are irregular, although they may
explain other inconsistencies, as pointed out before.
Table XII gives the theoretical values for pur©
hydrocarbons.

Comparing these on the basis of their

calculated K, the conclusion may be reached that straight
chain compounds are essentially the same, for rosin de
colonization,

as the corresponding Iso- or branch chains;

both are better than cyclo compounds.

Likewise,

for any

definite number of carbon atoms, the more saturated the
molecule the better;

paraffin hydrocarbons are best,

while aromatics are least acceptable; for the same empir
ical formula, the fewer the number of unsaturated link
ages the better— that Is, an acetylene hydrocarbon Is
better than a dlolefin.

A third conclusion is that,

within any series, the lower the molecular weight of the
compound, the more selective It should be for the pure
rosin acids; this holds only within the range in which
the characterization factor is significant;

the con

clusion may or may not be valid throughout the entire
range of a homologous series:

the calculated K offers

no definite proof of either bel i e f •
Analysis of the conclusions shows that these, two
Independent effects— molecular weight within a series,
and the nature of the homogeneous group for a fixed num
ber of carbons— may b© opposed:

that Is, the same 1K !
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TABLE XII
PROPERTIES OF PURE HYDRO CARBON S*
1. Straight Chain Molecules
HOMOGENEOUS GROUP

na S a t u r a t e d O l e f i n D i o l e f i n T r i o l o f i n A c e t y le n e D ia c e t y le n e
Van+a
'nE »n-a
°nHsn

BV*
X

5

ftt*

A
BP
X

6
6

M
A
BP
K
HI
A
BP
X
HI
A
BP
K
HI

y

'

8

9

A
BP 10
ii.
HI

36.1 C
13*11
1.3577

1
30.1°C
12.70
1.3714

X >2 «
44.7 C
12.00
1.4191

68.8 C
12.89
1.3751

1
63.6°C
12 i53
1.3886

I,2
78.5°C
II.96
1.4270

o
98.4 C
12.78
1.3877

1
9 3 .1°C
12.48
1.3999

X >2
105.0 0
12.08
1•4322

125.6°C
12.73
1.3976

1
122.5°C
12.46
1.4103

1,5
118.0°C
12.16
1.4264

150.7°C
12.65
1.4056

146.0°C
12.44
1.4161

3- 5 n
142.0°C
12.19
1.4310

1
151.0°C
11.97
1.4250

174.0 C
12.73
1.4121

1 o
171.0 C
12.49
1.4217

1,3
169.0°C
12.34

183.0°C

1 o
39.7 C

11.86
1.3860
1,3,4
113.0°C
11.59
1.3079

1
7 1 .5°C
11.98
1.3990
99•6°C
11.92
1.4083

2,4,8
148.0°C
11.43
1.5100

126.0°C
11.98
1.4169

1,5

86.0°C
10.99

1,6
112.0°C
10.84
I.450
o
135.0 C
II.03
1 .453

12.16
1.4340

N o te s ;—
x . Data from G. Egloff, Physical Constants of HydroCarbons, ACS Monograph, V. I, IX. 1939
2 . n represents number of Carbon atoms
s. A Indicates location of unsaturated linkere
. BP is boiling point, as given In Eglofr
s. K is Characterization Factox^, calculated,
s. HI 1 3 refractive Ind©,*,, given In Egloff.
4
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TABLE XII
PROPERTIES OF PURE HYDROCARBONS
(Continued)
2. Cyclic and Branched Chain Carbon Structure
HOMOGENEOUS GROUP
Paraffin— Branched Chains
Cyclo
Cyclo
Cyclo
Number of Side Chains
Saturated Unsaturated Aromatic
st

X

BP 5
K
HI

49.3 C
11.16
1*4068

44.4°C
10.62
1.422

BP

ao.7°c

8 3 .0°C

HI

11.02
1.4264

1.4465

10.66

7 9 ,6°C
9.81
1.5014

1 o
28 *0 C
13.16
1.3571

9.50
15.62
1.3513

1 o
60.2 C
12.84
1.3715

1 A 0
49.7 C
12.88
1.3669

HI

118.0 C
11.00
1.4456

BP 8
K
El

147,0 C
10.94
1.4563

BP
K 9
El

171.0°C
12.02
1.4320

115.0 C
10.74
1.457

BP
201.0 C
X 10 11.05
RI
1.4700
Notes—
7

In case of saturated compounds, A Indicates loca
tion of side chain, by Geneva system of nomen
clature .

HO

All Isomer
1,1,
89.7-93.5 79-90°C 80.8 u
12.4-12.8 12.5-8
12.4
3

Bft
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may be obtained, for example, b y th© us© of a low boiling
olefin and a higher boiling paraffin.

If the character

isation factor is accepted as a true indication of th©
effectiveness the hydrocarbon would have for rosin deeolorization purposes— and the data for the various
solvents studied indicates that it is— these two hydro
carbons would have the seme efficiency in rosin work.
This affords an explanation of the discrepancies of
Table XI when the boiling point is used as a criterion.
Analysis also shows that the unsaturated, compounds,
being more similar to aniline In structure, would have &
lower aniline point than the saturated hydrocarbons.
This shows that the observations previously made--that,
idaere two solvents of unlike boiling range have the same
effectiveness, the aniline point of the higher boiling
Is higher than that of the more volatile, indicating a
difference In chemical constitution which counterbalances
the advantage the second solvent would have due to its
lower boiling range— has theoretical Justification.
The signlfIcance of this, from an Industrial point
of view cannot be overemphasized.

As shown In Tables

v

and XIII, the solvent Is one of the principal factors
controlling the extent of the decolorization resulting
from the use of a given proportion of reagent.

This In

creased reagent efficiency is most desirable for chemical
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Processes, in that it makes the decolorizatlon econom
ically feasible without recovery and reus© of the agent.
Conversely, if two solvents of the same decoloriz
ing efficiency are used, one of which is a saturated
hydrocarbon and the other is composed, of unsaturated and
cyclic compounds, the paraffinic solvent will be consid
erably higher boiling and the economic saving in this
respect will be appreciable.
Although this principle was not investigated ex
tensively in adsorption and extraction fields, prelim
inary indications definitely showed that the same effects
are found:

a given weight of clay or extractant pro

duces a paler rosin when used in the solvents found
more efficient.
HESULTS:

Table XIII summarizes the results obtained

with this process and gives data on the color and yields
obtained using different proportions of acid to rosin;
results ere given for all solvents used in the Investiga
tion.
Of particular significance Is the fact that 10 to
15 or 20'% r e a g e n t by weight of the rosin Is sufficient to
produce the palest grades, whereas ten times this pro
portion Is required In adsorption or extraction.

If

the acid Is assumed available at the present market
value of fifteen to twenty dollars per ton, It can be
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TABLE XIII
RESULTS, SULFURIC ACID DECOLORIZAT10M

% ACID3,

A

1*0
2*5
5*0

PRODUCT
Color
Yield
Grade
Lovlbond
Solution Overall

75A, OR

0.8
5.0
10.0
15.0

I-K
M-M
8
E-WG

80A,
65A,
55A,
45A,

0

2.0
5.0
10.0

1-5
K
X

80 A., 3R
80 A , 1R
75A, OH

D

1.0
2.5
5.0

I
I-K
K

80A, 2R
75A, OR

I

2.0
5.0

I
K

80 A, 3H
80A, IK

95.8
91.6

90.0
86.1

E

1.0
5.0

E
I

80A,13R
80A, 4R

96.2
94.5

87.8
86.2

F

5.0

I

BOA, 5R

92 •0

84.5

G

2.0
5.0

H
1“

BOA,16K
80A, 6E

93.3
86.9

87.4
81.4

E

H

80A,16K

94.6

89.4

X

1.0
2.5
5.0

H
H
1“

80A,15K
80A,13R
80 A, 6R

99.0
94.4
90.4

93.0
88.6
84.9

L

2.5
5.0
10.0

H
I"
I-K

80A,14R
BOA, 6R
80A, 2H

95.8
91.4
89.0

90.0
85.8
83.6

J

5.0

H

80A, H R

94 •6

89.4

B

Mote:—

IE
OR
OH
OH

96.5
93.3
92.8

86.9
82.8
82 .6

96.3
90.6

85.7
80.6

•
to
00

I-K
R
M*

CO
•
o

SOLVEHT

75.7

97.0
94,4
87.3

87.3
85.2
78.8

94.6

x. % Acid b y weight of* r o s i n In solution.
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seen from the calculations of Table VII, page 40, that
the cost of the acid to produce the various grades will
be within the allowable processing m&rgains.
Also, it is to be noted that essentially all grades
of pale rosin were obtained by this treatment, and that
the overall yields are, within the limits of experimental
error, approximately the same as given for adsorption.
However, when these are summarized and compared (Cf.
Table JCIY), the overall yield by acid treatment is con
sistently higher than that for the production of the same
grade by adsorption.
The Productct

The pale rosin product, recovered by

evaporation of the hydrocarbon after the acid sludge has
been completely separated by decantation, filtration or
water wash, has a melting point which averages five de
grees Fahrenheit or more above that of the pale rosin
produced by other decolonization processes.

The acid

and saponification numbers are higher than those of the
Initial FF rosin.

The color stability of the product

was observed throughout the work, although It was not
tested specifically:

the general indication is that It

compares very favorably with, the pal© rosin produced by
extraction or adsorption.

The acid decolorization pro

duct was superior to these and to PP rosin In Its lesser
tendency to crystallize when heated for prolonged periods
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TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF YIELDS BT ADSORPTION AMD CHEMICAL PROCESSES
GRADg FBOD0CED

TIKLD BY ADSORPTION1

YIELD BY ACID*

1

83#

85#

K

81#

84#

■

77#

81#

*

74#

78#

*®

72#

75#

W

65#

-

Sot ess—

x. Data as used In Table VII, p. 42.
•* Yields as average or data in Tables X and XXXI.
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at temperatures above its melting point*
A by-product was obtained by boiling the acid sludge
with water.

When the acid was completely extracted, the

residue was a typical B resin, its properties correspond
ing approximately to those or other decolor!zat.ion res
idues now on the m a r k e t 11 ls.

The gasoline insoluble

residue, from the dissolving operation,

is practically

Identical with this extracted sludge and can be combined
with It*

In all cases, the product so obtained was in

proportions such that its weight, with that of the pale
rosin, accounted for the input of FF rosin.
THEORY AND MECHANISM OF ACID DFCOLCRIZ.ATION:

Although

this investigation is intended as covering the practice,
rather than the theory of decolonization processes, a
discussion of the mechanism of acid decolonization is in
order since it alone, of the three processes— adsorption,
extraction, and chemical actionp-takes piece by means
other than the application of a well-knov/n unit operation
to the specific problem under consideration.
There are several possibilities:

the acid may be

producing physical changes, or It may be reacting and
entering into chemical combination.

The first idea sug

gests that the acid, may be acting catalytlcally, polymer
izing the color bodies or otherwise making them Insoluble
in the solvent; alternative mechanisms may be +-hat the color

bodies adsorb the sulfuric acid, the adsorption product
being insoluble in the solvent, or that the color bodies
are insoluble in a dispersion of sulfuric acid in rosin
solution, the effect being a ’salting out*.

Assuming

chemical mechanisms, there are two plausible theories:
first, that there is & reaction between the acid end
some constituent of the rosin, resulting in the forma
tion of a product which has powerful decolorizing power
and removes the colorj or, the sulfuric acid and the
color bodies form a loose combination product which sep
arates from the solvent, but which is capable of being
resolved into its constituents.
Selection of the correct mechanism is purely spec
ulation, as there la no definite proof for or against any
of these possibilities, although there ore several points
i
which may be taken as indirect evidence and used as a
basis for distinguishing between the possible mechanisms:
1. The acid and saponification numbers of the pale
rosin and the by-product resin indicate that the overall
result of the process is a resolution of the impure rosin
into its constituents, the pale rosin correspondingly more
closely than before to the properties of pure abietic acid.
2. The melting point of the pale rosin Is higher than
would be obtained by other methods, but the melting point
of the by-product is not unusually high.
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3* Th© acid sludge is resolvable into its constit
uents;

by-product resin and sulfuric acid*

This can be

accomplished, as indicated, by physical means,

such as

extraction.
4. Both the rosin and the sulfuric acid are accounted
for in th© products;

the rosin was accounted for by weight

and the acid by titration of the aqueous extract resulting
from the recovery of by-product rosin from the acid sludge.
These methods, accurate to within one or two percent,
account for 100% of the materials.
5. As pointed out in Table XIII, the extent of the
decolorlzatlon and the proportion of color bodies removed
Is a function of the percent acid used.
6. Heat effects were observed during processing:
as the acid was added the temperature of the solution rose,
on an average, two or three degrees Centigrade.
The first point indicates that, whatever the mech
anism, the acid acts selectively on the color bodies and
removes them from th© solution:

this conclusion also

follows from the fact that the acid is found In the sludg©
and not In the pale rosin.
That some physical action, of the no?ymerizatIon type,
Is taking place Is indicated by the melting point of the
pale rosin (Cf. 2, above).

However, the conclusion that

the melting point of the by-product resin is not appreciably
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changed proves, to the contrary, that It is not poly
merized.

Since the acid has been shown to act selectively

on the color bodies, this excludes the possibility that
polymerization is the only action taking place*
Since both the rosin and the sulfuric acid are com
pletely accounted, for, the possibility of a definite,

ir

reversible reaction having taken place is narrowed con
siderably:
produce

the only likely reactions which the acid could

are sulfonstion and oxidation; if sulfonation

were the mechanism, the product would b e water soluble
and, under the conditions of separation, the resin would
not be recovered and the weight of the products would
not account for all of the rosin; if oxidation were
taking place, the acid would be decomposed to sulfur
dioxide which would pass off as a gas:

not only was no

sulfur- dioxide observed, but the acid titration indicated
that all the acid was accounted for.
as definite proof that,

This can b e taken

if the m e c h a n i s m is chemical,

It is a loose, reversible combination.
The possibility that the color b o d i e s a d s o r b the
acid fits in with the idea that the chemical action,
any, is of a loose, r e v e r s i b l e nature.

This

if

is typical

of adsorption of rosin comnounas, as shown b y the e x t r a c t 
ion and r e v i v i f i c a t i o n of spent clays in the ad.3ox*pt 5.on
studies.

T h e only incons i s t e n t point

is that the adsorp-
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tlon of th© color bodies on th© clay was endothermic
whil© the acid reaction is exothermic*

However, there

is no theoretical reason why adsorption reactions can
not be either exo- or endothermlc*
The points brought out in the third and fifth state
ments are in accord with both of these mechanisms,

inas

much as the extent of reaction depends, in either case,
on the amount of reagent added.

This would not be strictly

true in the case of catalytic action, or other physical
mechanisms*
Hone of these points fit th© idea that the dispersion
of the a d d in the solvent reduces the solubility of the
color bodies.

This may be eliminated on the grounds that

it is improbable, although not impossible, that a suspen
sion would affect the solubilities of a true solute.
On the basis of this reasoning,

it seems that th©

true mechanism includes both loose chemical c o m b i n a t i o n
and polymerization:

the acid combines \&ith the color

bodies, causing them to separate f r o m the rosin solution;
this combination, which is reversible, may b e true reacti

ion, but the facts indicate that it is adsorption of the
acid by the resin.

The polymerization d o e s not i m prove

the color of the rosin, but may be assumed to take place
to account for the melting point of the product, of the
pal© rosin product specifically.
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SUltttAKTs

This chapter has presented th® essential

Tacts pertaining to a new chemical process Tor the de
colonization of rosin.

Unlike previous processes, this

method, involving the use of sulfuric acid under care
fully controlled conditions, is economically feasible
without reuse of the decolorizing agent*

Data on the

proportions of acid necessary to give various grades of
pale rosin, the yields in which they are obtained,
other data have been tabulated.

and

Comparison of this and

the corresponding data for the adsorption process shows
that the acid process gives three or four percent higher
overall yields, despite the use of only one tenth as much
reagent by weight of the rosin.
The discussion of operating conditions has shown
that the decolonization depends on the strength of the
acid and the method of contacting it with the solution,
in particular.

The influence of the rosin solvent on

the decolorization obtained with a fixed proportion of
reagent has been investigated, the results indicating
that lew boiling parsffinic hydrocarbons are opt imam,
not only for the acid decolor izat ion process, but also
for adsorption and extraction as well.
Possible mechanisms of the acid decolonization have
been analyzed and the conclusion reached that the acid
selectively forms a loose addition product with the color

bodies of* the low grade rosin, is probably adsorbed by
them, giving a product which Is Insoluble in and sep
arates from the rosin solution*

Slight polymerization

accompanies this combination and explains the melting
point of the pale rosin product, which is higher than
that obtained by other processes*

CHAPTER V
COMPLETE DECOLOHISAT10N PROCESSES
Previous chapters have presented the theory and ex
perimental studies pertaining to all practical decolorization methods.

The application or these on an indust

rial scale requires several operations other than the
hasic steo in which the color is removed; together these
operations make up the flow diagram which would he in
volved in actual practice.

These will he presented and

discussed for contact and percolation adsorption, for
solvent extraction, and for chemical action.
ADSOR^TIOK:

Fig. 1, on the next page, incorporates

the features considered as being moat essential in con
tact adsorption.

Referring to thi3 diagram, the opera

tions are as follows:

FF rosin from the extraction plant

is mixed with solvent in the dissolver unit (1).
operation is carried out in two stages:

This

in the first

the rosin is melted and brought into complete solution
in a limited quantity of solvent; in the second the con
centrated mixture thu3 made is cooled end diluted with
sufficient solvent to reduce the solution to the previously
determined concentration.

The gasoline Insoluble matter
85
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separates,

coagulates on the bottom, and Is periodically

drawn off and pumped to the resin evaporator (10); the
solution is pumped to the processor (2) or to a storage
tank (not shown).
The decolonization takes place in the processor
where the clay is added from its storage (8b) and con
tacted with the solution as described previously,

'-hen

decolonization is complete, the suspension Is pumped
through the filter (3), decolorized solution passing
through to a storage unit (4) and spent clay being re
tained.

The pale solution is sent to the evaporator

(5) which separates it into pale rosin, the primary
product, which is barrelled, and solvent, pumped to the
storage (6).
The spent clay remaining in the filter is made into
a slurry or otherwise conveyed into the revivlfier (7)
where extractant is added and the mixture boiled to re
generate the clay.

This mixture is pumped through the

filter (8), washed with extractant and solvent

to remove

unextracted adsorbed matter and to displace extractant,
and the now-regenerated clay is dumped into the clay
storage bin.
The filtrates from this operation contain color bodies,
extractant, and solvent; these must be separated.

The simp

lest procedure is to nut the mixture through on evaporator
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(10) which frees the non-volatile color bodies from the
volatile solvent and extractant, giving a mixture of these
which Is separated in a distilling column (11).

The mol

ten resin from the evaporator is barrelled; the extract
ant-free solvent, leaving the column, is pumped to its
storage (6); the extractant is returned to its source (12).
This procedure is general, and It may be considered
that it would not be varied to any appreciable extent by
the specific choice of the solvent, adsorbent, or extract
ant; likewise, deviations from the concentration or pro
portions indicated In the discussions of laboratory re
sults would affect only the capacity of the units.
Insofar as the nature of the operations Is con
cerned, the process is intermittent in part and contin
uous In part.

The adsorption and extraction stages, in

cluding the flltrations accompanying them, are batch
operations.

However, the storage units following them

function so as to permit the evaporators and the fract
ionating column to operate continuously.
The design of the Individual units requires no
special comment :

the requirements of each have been

indicated generally, and the selection of equinnen'' for
a particular installation depends entirely upon local
conditions.
For comparative purposes, Fig. 2 shows the standard
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percolation layout.

Th© operations her© are essentially

th© same, allowing Tor the differences due to the fact
that the adsorbent remains in a fixed position and th©
rosin solution ia pumped through it.

The clay is dis

tributed in a pleurality of beds (2) which are arranged
in such an order that the most nearly decolorized rosin
solutions meets the least used clay (Of* Abstract 16,
Appendix III).

This gives intermittent operation since

each bed Is used to its maximum capacity and *-hen cut
from the cycle.
In effect, this amounts to the use of two sets of
b e d s , one of which is used to carry on the decolorization
w h ile the other is being extracted and revivified.
Is

Indicated I n Fig. 2.

This

As drawn, the beds (2) are being

used to decolorize the rosin, while the other group (7)
is

b e in g regenerated.

When the former are exhausted of

their decolorizing capacity and the letter are regenerated,
their functions are reversed, as Indicated by the dotted
lines.

Actually, this is not don© as sets of beds, but

gradually, adding a fresh bed to the pale solution dis
charge end of the decolorization group, while cutting off
the spent bed from the other end and putting It In the
revivification cycle.
The function of the filters (3) (8) in this process
is different from that in the contact process:

here,
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their function is as a polishing press, to catch and
return the fines carrled over by the solutions passing
through the beds.
Further comparison serves only to emphasize the dif
ferences in contact and percolation adsorption, previously
brought out (p. 19) and discussed in the light of the
experimental findings (p. 46),
SELECTIVE SOLVENT ACTION;

The flow diagram for the

use of furfural, a representative selective extractant,
Is given in Fig. 5.

If tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol, or

any of the other water-miscible solvents Indicated In
Chapter III, is used, this Is varied only by the addition
of the required amount of water to the extractant, during
the initial contact with the rosin solution.
In this process the dissolving of the rosin and the
recovery of pale rosin from the decolorized solution is
the same as for adsorption.

However, in the execution

of the decolorization Itself, i-he two are quite differ
ent:

solvent extraction require a counter-current arrange

ment to obtain maximum results, while a single contact Is
sufficient In contact adsorption.

This multiple contact

may be obtained by the use of either a pleurallty of bodies
or by a single countorcurrent column, generally similar In
design to a fractionating column.
■The recovery of the by-product and the decolorizing
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agent is much simpler than the corresponding problem in
adsorption:

the extract layer is passed through an evap

orator and the non-volatile resin is barrelled , while the
solvent is condensed and returned for further extractions.
Altogether, the unit operations Involved in this
process are easier to carry outs

however, there are

several reasons to which the less general adoption of
this method may be attributed.

First, furfural is the

most specific, the most efficient, and generally practical
extractant.

While numerous other solvents have been pat

ented (cf. Table II-B, Appendix II), none of these are
up to the performance of furfural, the use of which is
restricted by patents.

Secondly, the process Is not as

flexible as adsorption, and the palest grades cannot be
reached as readily or with as good yields,
CHEMICAL TivK: aTKENT :°

As simple as the solvent, ex

traction process is, the acid treatment requires even
fewer operations and less equipment.

Specifically, only

one evaporator i3 required, and there Is no need for re
cycle or reuse of the decolorizing, medium.

The dissolv

ing and evaporating operations are the same as In other
processes.
The action which takes place In the reactor (5) Is
o . The Flo?/ Diagram presented In Fig. 4 Is based on the
considerations of Chapter IV. This process has not
been tried, as yet, under plant conditions.
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as follows;

the solution from the storage vessel (2) is

pumped in and set in vigorous agitation by a high speed
agitator.

Th© required amount of sulfuric acid is added

slowly, causing the separation of a sludge which removes
the color bodies; the pale rosin solution is pumped to a
storage vessel (4) or directly to the evaporator (5).
The sludge, containing the acid, is deposited on the
bottom and sides of the vessel.
The necessary quantity of water is run into this
vessel, brought to a boil, then discharged.

The water

extracts the acid and leaves the B Resin in its usual
form.

This is heated to fusion, combined with the gas

oline insoluble matter from the dissolver (1), and b a r 
relled for marketing as a by-product.

The entire cycle

is batch operation, but the process may be made to ap
proach semi-continuous operation by removing the acid
and sludge after every five or 3 i x runs, rather than
after each decolorizatton.

The pale rosin evaporator

operates continuously.
The reactor is the only vessel requiring special
consideration in its design.

The agitation is the prin

cipal point of attention; it must be sufficient to give
the requisite dispersion, or the process will fail.
However, there are numerous high speed agitators on the
market at present, and the careful selection of these,
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together with the dimensioning of the reaction vessel
according to best agitation practice,

should solve this

problem easily.
COMPARISON OF PROCESSES:

The suitability of these

processes, or the choice of one for a particular instal
lation depends upon conditions external to the process
itself:

all three give a decolorized rosin, the quality

of which Is satisfactory for Industrial use, and the
yields of which are essentially the same; there Is no
appreciable difference in th© allowable processing costs,
determined by the value of the products as compared with
th© value of the Initial rosin.
however,

in one respect the economics of these pro

cesses differ greatly.
process:

At one extreme is the adsorption

this requires a maximum investment, represented

by two evaporators, two filters, and a fractionating col
umn.

In its favor, however, is the fact that loss of clay

Is negligible:

losses are due to mechanical handling and

other sources which can be kept at a minimum.

Accordingly,

It Is competitive economically despite the large invest
ment It requires.

It would be most practical for a riant

of large dally capacity, vhere the Investment cost would
be aoread over a

production and would not amount to

as much per unit as It would otherwise*
The selective solvent process is Intermediate In both
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respects:

the investment is higher than that In the acid

process, but less than that for adsorption^ and, while
the 1'^ss or extractant, du© to evaporation, Inefficient
condensation,

etc., would be larger than the loss of clay,

it is recovered faii'ly completely and its cost would be
less than the direct consumption of acid, without reuse.
This distinction between the processes is offerred
as a qualitative baai3 of selection-

It Is strongly

reconBsended, however, that more careful economic studies
be made in accordance with local conditions, to determine
which of these processes is optimum for © proposed In
stallation.

CHAPTER VI
CCHCLUSI0H3
Th.© decolonisation of dark wood rosin offers its
producers the greatest probability of reaching a market
free of the sales difficulties now facing those who have
not diversified their product In some manner.
Wood rosin may be decolorized by a variety of pro
cesses of which selective adsorption,

solvent extraction,

and chemical action give the best products and are the
most practical industrially.
This investigation has shown that the methods of
contact adsorption are applicable to rosin decolonization
and have advantage over the standard percolation process
in the wider latitude afforded In the selection of the ad
sorbent .

Activated clays, finely divided and very slightly

acid, are the most effective decolorlzers for rosin work.
In selective solvent extraction this research developed
the use of a new type of extractant:

where it has formerly

been considered that the selective solvent must be Immisc
ible with the rosin solution, it has been demonstrated
that this may be extended to Include solvents mlsclbl© with
the rosin solution but capable of being rendered immiscible
98
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by the addition of another liquid.
An original process, using sulfuric acid under care
fully controlled conditions, is presented.

In addition

to other desirable characteristics, this method is eco
nomically practical without the recovery and reuse of th©
decolorizing agent3, as is necessary in other processes.
The influence of the chemical nature of the hydro
carbon solven in which the rosin is dissolved greatly in
fluences the extent of the decolorization obtained from a
given proportion of decolorizing agent, whether this is
acid, clay, or solvent.

Correlation of a number of solvents

indicates that the HOP Characterization Factor is the most
accurate index to the comparative value of different hydro
carbon fractions:

the higher this is, the more efficient

is the decolor!zation.

Chemically, the optimum is found

in the low-boiling members of the paraffin series.
The new acid process involves the least investment In
equipment, while adsorption requires the largest; however,
the cost of reagent to effect the decolonization is least
for adsorption and greatest for the acid process; these
considerations balance and the overall processing cost is
approximately the same for all three processes.

The pro

ducts and yields in all cases are comparable, and the choice
of a process for a particular installation depends on the
economic position of the company considering the project,
and on specific local conditions.
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APPENDIX II
PAT POT BIBLIOGRAPHY
a. Distillation
R e f. #

H
0
1

7 -a
8 -a
9^-a
1 1 -a
1 5 -a
19—a

4
I
0)

2 6 -a
5 2 -a
4 2 -a
45 —a
44—a
4 5 -a
4 6 -a
4 7 -a
4 8 -a
5 5 -a
5 8 -a
5 9 -a
6 1 -a
6 2 -a
65—a
6 9 —a
7 0 -a
7 2 -a

Patent i£

Author

1114278
1117584
11481L4
1179616

Mariner
Mariner
Loomis
Dormon

Subject

Superheated steam 275°C
Vacuum, 290-3l0°C
Apparatus for distilling
Apparatus, process for dis
tilling
Vacuum, fractional condensation
1 2 1 9 4 1 5 x Donk
Apparatus for Spray separation
1499363
Goode 11
1694179
J enks
Direct and Indirect heat,
Dephlegmation
Raiser, Langmeier Fractional Cond.., Vacuum
1719451
1793967
Schultz©
High vacuum, no foreign gases
Vacuum, carbon dioxide
1820298
Butts
Repeated vacuum distillation
Humphrey
1852864
1835063
Langmeier
Superheated steam, fractionation
1846639
Gubelman et sis Vac. dlstn., recrystallization
1846681
Gubelman, Lee Boric Acid or borax catalyst
1846721
Gubelman, Henke Distillation, high vacuum
1849537
Borglin
Boric Acid catalyst
1887167
Humphrey
CHa0 , HH3 , vacuum distillation
1899388
Hitch, Bbaugh Inert gas, heat treatment
Hitch, Kbaugh Non-aqueous, Inactive gas
1899389
Continuous, low pressure dlstn.
1903573
Schultz
Spray, fractional condensation
Hitch
1904464
Selective solvent before distn.
Hancock
1908754
Absolute pressure of 6 mm max.
1973172
Lee
Distillstion, followed by crystn.
Humphrey
1978135
Fractionation, separation of
Kressman
1992754
resenes
Distillation
or selective solButts
2035141
vents, followed by heat
treatment

x. Abstracted in Appendix III
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b. Selective Solvents
R e f.

ji

P at ent#

1316842
1 2 -b
2 0 -b
1715083
1715084
2 1 -b
2 2 -b X 1 7 1 5 0 8 5
1715086
2 3 -b
1715087
2 4 -b
2 5 *b x 1715088
1757588
2 8 -b
1791633
30—b
1800834
36—b
3 7 -b x 1 8 0 6 9 7 3
1810170
40—b
1810222
41-b
1852245
4 9 -b
1881893
5 0 -b
1888025
5 4 -b
55—b
5 7 -b
6 0 -b
6 3 -b
6 5 -b
6 8 -b
7 1 -b
7 5 -b
7 9 -b
8 C -b
8 1 -b
8 2 -b
8 7 -b
8 8 -b
9 0 -b
9 1 -b
92-b
9 3 -b
9 4 -b
9 9 -b
101-b
102-b
104-b
107—
112-b
114-b ;

1890086
1897379
1901626
1905173
1908754
1959564
1990367
2018634
2043513
2054432
2069992
2070125
2094503
2103445
2113808
2114371
2115490
2115679
2117572

2142592
2145330
2150138
2170956
2191306
— 311
2209545

Author

Subject or Agent

Kohler
Selective Solvents on Gum Eosin
Humphrey
Aniline
Kaiser, Hancock Purfuryl alcohol
Kaiser, Hancock Furfural, Pale Hosin Product
Humphrey
Chlorhydrin
Norman
Liquid sulfur dioxide
Kaiser, Hancock
Immiscible Organic Liquid
Palmer et als
Phenolic body
Palmer, Henke Resorclnol
Humphrey
Phenol
Humphrey
Hydrocarbon boiling below 1 5 °G
Gubelman, Henke
He3orcIno1
Palmer
Resorclnol,
Clay
Humphrey
Aliphatic polyhydric alcohol
Palmer, Oliver Oxalic acid
Low boiling hydrocarbon on ext
Bent
ract of chips with water misclble organic solvent
Organic ester
Humphrey
Alcohols as methanol
Humphrey
Resorclnol In alcohol
Borglin
Ether
Humphrey
Selective Solvent before dlstn.
Hancock
B o r g lin
Oxalic acid in alcohol
Resorclnol and S0s gas
Borglin
Resorclnol end boron compound
Borglin
Catalysts for selective action
Humphrey
Lister
Apparatus for extraction
Thiocyanate
B o r g lin
Hancock et als Flow diagram for extraction
Sheffield
Furfural and clay simultaneously
Refining Rosin Esters
Borglin
Refining and Hydrogenating
Humphrey
Refining Rosin Esters
Borglin
Fluoris11Icate pretreatment
Humphrey
Phenol and resorclnol
Borglin
Furfural extraction of but
iiankin
ane or propane solution
Pet.
fraction b. below 40°C
E-allgora
S°e in acetone
Borglin
Nltroper&ffIn alcohol
Vanderbilt
Same, specifically methyl and ©thyl
Vanderbilt
Furfural refining of modified rosin
Borglin
as hydrogenat e-d, polymer I zed,et c .
Specifications on Hydrocarbon
Toby
solvents for oure rosin acids
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c. Adsorption
Eef. #

P at ent #

1 4 -c
1583802
1 5 -c
1559399
35“ c x 1 7 9 4 5 3 7
3 4 -c
1794538
5 5 -c
1794539
3 9 -c
1807599
4 1 -c
1810222
6 4 -c x 1905493
2039481
7 8 -c
2094503
8 6 —c
2181791
1 0 6 —c

Author

Subject

Cole
Autry
Palmer
Palmer, Oliver
Palmer
Palmer et als

Regeneration of spent clays
Pullers earth on gum rosin
Regeneration of spent clays
Same
Sam©
Terpene-free solution for use
in adsorption process
Resorclnol and adsorption
Arrangement of percolation beds
Adsorption on leather
Clay and. furfural simultaneously
Specified MgOsSiOa ratio in
adsorbent

Palmer
Palmer et als
Frey, Smith
Sheffield
Price

d . Chem i cal Agent s
1 -d

395731

915401
2 -d x
915402
3 -d x
934257
4—d
6 -d
1120007
1 6 -d
1597215
1737763
27—d
2 9 -d x 1782267
1887097
6 2 -d
5 6 -d
1894975
1912037
6 6 -d
6 7 -d
1957788
1995600
7 3 -d
2033947
7 6 -d
2074192
8 3 -d

Alkali on solution of (gum)
resin
Yaryan
Wash with sulfuric acid
Yaryan
Recovery of by-product of wash
Water wash of drop liquor
Yaryan
Yaryan
Oxygen
HC1 on drop liquor
Stevenson
Humphrey, Bent Alkali on drop liquor
Metallic halides
Logan
Humphrey
Sam©
Borglin
Same
Nascent Hydrogen
Hey
Halogens
Lister
Borglin, Bent Hydroxylalkylamine wa sh
Alkali on B-resin
Logan
Metallic halide
Schnorf

Behrens
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e.

Miscellaneous Treatments

Patent#

Author

Subject

5*6
17-e
18-e
31-e
38-e
51-e
58—©

939733
1628533
1643276
1791658
1807483
1881907
1899388
1978135

Minor
Dupont
Logan
Butts
Logan
Palmer, Oliver
Hitch, Ebaugh
Humphrey

Ultraviolet light for bleaching
Kefining by crystallization
Heat treatment of PF rosin
Heat treatment, presence of C0S
Eeat treatment of pale rosin
Vacuum toppirug— Solrosing
Heat treatment of distilled
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APPENDIX III
ABSTRACTS OF SELECTED REFERENCES

1. Manufacturing Naval Stores by the Steam and Solvent
Process*

R. C. Palmer.

Reference #9.

In these articles Palmer gives th© historical back
ground and economic
of

position of the steam and solvent branch

the naval stores industry.

He presents a complete des

cription of the operations Involved in the extraction
plant and analyzes the general characteristics of the pro
cess and the rosin product as they form, a basis for sub
sequent purification of the rosin and th© production of
pale wood rosin.

2. The Rise and Development of the Wood Naval Stores
Industry.

W. G&rvie.

Heferenc© #2.

Garvle traces the development of tha

wood naval stores

Industry, but gives principal attention to the present trend
in chemical research.

This follows two paths:

(1) modifi

cation of the rosin without change in its nature, and (2)
production of Intermediates for the consuming industries.
(1) is observed in the five groups of wood rosins now

on the market:

natural, physically treated, chemically
109
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a c tiv a te d ,

soda t r e a t e d ,

and combination treated.

The

n a t u r a l r o s in s ©re those which have been given no treats te n t, with t h e e x c e p t io n or decolonization; these rind
use i n

lin o le u m ,

ester gum and synthetic resins, and in

t h e m a n u fa c tu re of delthlrna size.
r o s in s

Chemically activated

c o n t a in a minute trace of catalysts, present In

t o o lo w a proportion

**0

influence the properties of th©

r o s i n other than in the intended manner; this makes the
r o s i n react more satisfactorily with glycerol, lime, and
o t h e r h a r d e n in g metals, m ak in g it pex*ticularXy suited
f o r the normal requirements of the paint and varnish
in d u s try .

Physically treated rosins are those isomerized

b y heat treatment; this changes the solubility of the
r o s in

and lessens its tendency to crystallize; the pro

d u c t is more suitable for certain uses.

Soda treated

rosin contains around one percent sodium oxide in a com
bined form; this makes the rosin more reactive for use
in soap and paper size.

The combination treatment takes

advantage of the x*esuits of two or more of these processes
separately.
In discussing <2), Garvie points out that there is
a growing tendency for the paint and varnish manufacturers
to get their Intermediates from without their industry;
the rosin producer Is in the best position to manufacture
and supply these.

Products Included here are:

limed rosin,

1X1
gloss oils, sine and other metallic rosinates.

3. Naval Stores*

R. C. Palmer.

Reference #8.

In tracing the development of the p r e s e n t naval
stores industry, with particular attention to the steam
and solvent process, Palmer emphasises the influence of
engineering and chemical research in the p ast; the pre/

diction is made that this will hecome increasingly im
portant in the future and will he concerned with the de
velopment of new processes and uses for the present pro
ducts.
The research program will probably Include consider
able work of a purely speculative nature; however, the
studies of the suitability of rosin, in its natural or
modified forms, for use in new chemical industriel will
be continued.

4. Chemical Problems of the Naval Stores Industry.
C. F. .Speh.

Reference 27.

As the subject of future research, Speh points out
that many problems of a fundamental nature still exist.
The principal ones are:

definite fixing of the chemical

composition of rosin, the Interrelations of the isomers
In the abietic series, their respective properties; the
production of esters of all types of alcohols, and of

1X2
the nitre acids; the catalytic effect of metals and their
influence on the manufacture of derivatives; the relation
ships between abietic acid, reaenes, pinene and other
naval stores products.

5. Naval Stores Research Brings Results.

L. N. Bent.

Reference # 2 4 .
This article deals with the research program of th©
Hercules Powder Co.

This has been along three lines, in

each of which the progress and results are considered
satisfactory:
ion:

(1) improvements and control of product

this has done much to dissipate the original pre

judice against wood products; (2) fundamental research
on the chemistry of the products:

this is a long term

project, but has already shown that it makes work on
other courses easier; (3) technical service:

this divis

ion has been responsible for most of the development
made to date; it includes knowledge of the consumers
needs and considers how rosin be adapted to best suit
specific requirements.

6* Our Present Knowledge of Rosin.

• A* Cieorgi.

Ref

erence #3.
The characteristics of wood rosin are discussed and
a n a l y z e d for the evidence they offer of the chemical con-
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stitutlon of the rosin Ingredients.
Tli© acid and saponification numbers Indicate the
relative proportions of acids, esters, and resenes pre
sent In rosin.

As a -whole, rosin can be said to be com

posed of approximately 85 percent acids, 5 percent esters,
and 10 reseaes, although these figures differ from grade
to grade.
Other tests are gasoline and petroleum ether in
soluble, and the unsaponifiable content.

The insoluble

figures are a measure of the oxidized and unsaponifiable
components of the rosin, while the unsaponifiable mater
ial should check the amount of resenes.

Exact values

vary with the sensitiveness of the methods to external
conditions.
Crystallization is undesirable in rosin.

The tend

ency to crystallize increases as the acid number of ^he
rosin increases; it also becomes greater with teirmerature,
being worst at 90-120°C.

The specific rotation of th©

rosin indicates its tendency to crystallize, a high pos
itive rotation showing the least tendency.

This is only

an approximate index and is subject to exceptions.
Isomerization

in th© abietic series Is difficult to

follow theoretically.
ion Is:

The probable course of the react

Primary acids to Secondary acids to Abietic acid

to P y r o abietic acids.

Pure Isomers cannot, be isolated.
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Wood r o s i n p r o b a b ly e x i s t s

In

T h e te n d e n c y of thesf

the abietic form,

acids to oxidize, decompose,

and to u n d e rg o other chemical reactions Is discussed.

7 * E x t r a c t i o n o f T e rp e n e Chemicals from Wood Wastes.

I. W. Humphrey.
In

Reference #4.

addition to a discussion of the steam and solvent

process, the data below is given In support of th© theory
t h a t the purification of rosin Is a separation of oxy

genated bodies and a concentration of abietic acids.
Kosin
FF Wood Rosin
I Wood Kosin
Gommerclal Abiotic
Pure Abietic Acid
Theory for OsoR3oO»

8. Vinsol He sin.

Acid#

% 0

% H

jg 0

151.0
164.0
171.0
185.0
186.5

78.52
78.73
78.73
79.69
79.47

9.31
9.87
9*82
9.52
9.93

12.37
11.40
11.45
10.79
10.60

W. W. Delaney.

Reference #12.

Vinsol consists chiefly of highly oxidized abietic and
other resin acids, along with smaller amounts of polyphenols,
unoxidized abietic acid.

It is a hard, high-melting material,

non-oxidizing, and dissolving freely In lacquer solvents.
Its melting point is 119aC, Its acid number 92, saponifica
tion number 150, unsaponiflable 6.5$.

It Is nearly Insol

uble in petroleum hydrocarbon solvents, carbon tetrachlor
ide, turpentine and carbon disulfide, but is completely
soluble In acetone, ethyl, methyl and butyl alcohols, chloro-

1X5
form, ethyl ether and ©thylen® dichloride.

9. Decolorization or Natural Extracted Rosins.
Holowiecki.

K*

Reference #29.

A method for decolorizing extracted rosins, used in
Poland, is based upon the application of deviations from
the laws of additivity of decolorizing power in the case
of mixtures of two adsorbents, as charcoal and decolorizing earths; the selection of a suitable solvent, e.g.
gasoline containing 15^ pentanes, proper concentration
of rosin in solution, and the proper amounts of decolor
izing mixture suited to the material and the product
desired— all of these factors add together to give max
imum, decolor!zation.

10. Process for Producing Kigh-Grad© Hosin from Low-Grade
Hosin.

M. G. Donk.

Patent a-11.

Rosin is steam distilled under a pressure not ex
ceeding ICO mm. of mercury.

The distillation, aided by

fractional condensation, is sufficient to separate the
dark-colored bodies.

The temperature is kept below that

which will cause thermal decomposition.

11.

Purification

Hancock.

of Wood Kosin.

Reference #37.

H. E. Kaiser and R„ S.
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Distillation was the first process for producing
pal© rosin.

Although the color of the product was equal

to that of pale gum, it was very little better than the
original FF rosin for use in soap, paint and varnish, or
size for white paper.

The explanation offered is that

there are two types of color bodies:

on© gives the ruby

red or visible color; the second produces color only on
reaction with alkali or oxidation.

Both must be removed

to give a satisfactory rosin.
T h e selective solvent process effectively removes
both types of color.

This action Is baaed upon the prin

ciple that certain liquids are immiscible with rosin sol
utions and selectively withdraw the color bodies they
contain.

The requirements of the solvent are:

(1} Its

selectivity for the color bodies; (2) Its immlsclblllty
with the rosin solution or its capacity for being mad©
so by the use of reduced temperatures (within the rang©
of Industrial practicability); (3) the ability of the
extractant to be recovered and reused.

Furfural was

chosen over phenol, aniline, and other compounds.
The process is very simple:

rosin Is dissolved In

a petroleum naphtha; furfural is added and the mixture is
heated to 100<»F, at which temperature the furfural will
dissolve In the solution; the mixture Is cooled, and phase
separation takes place; the layers are separated and evap
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o ra te d ,

t h e g a s o lin e

s o l u t i o n g i v i n g p a le r o s i n and th ©

f u r f u r a l la y e r g iv in g d a rk r o s in .
Th© num ber o f w a s h in g s and the proportion of th©
e x t r a c t a n t c o n t r o l t h e color of th© pale rosin.
r o s in is

I to K

commonly p r o d u c e d ; these are essentially free

o f la te n t

c o lo r ,

a n d , w h il e other grades may be produced

w h ic h a r e f r e e r of v i s i b l e

color, these ar© no better

fo r in d u s tr ia l u se.
The a r t i c l e
s o lv e d i n

discusses the problems which had to be

the adaptation of this process to full scale

production.

Particular difficulty was encountered in

t h e selection of a material of construction which would

resist corrosion and would have no effect on the quality
of the rosin; aluminum was finally used.
of a ll
tia l

Minimization

sources of furfural losses was found to be essen

for economic reasons.

12. High-Grade Wood Ho sin.
cock.

H. E. Kaiser and R. S. Han

Patent Reference b-22*

The high-grade rosin produced by selective solvent
action has certain characteristics which distinguish it
from hitherto known wood rosins, including those refined
by other methods.
The most highly purified wood rosin hitherto known
are not

adapted

to the manufacture of high grade soap.

1XB
H h d o u b te d ly , the objections to these arise from the Tact

that the r o s i n u s e d in their manufacture contains color
bodies W h ich r e a c t ,
a li

in

in the presence of air, with the alk

the s o a p , to form compounds that effect pronounced

and p r o g r e s s iv e d a r k e n in g .
Th e p r o d u c t o f s e l e c t i v e
d e v o id o f th o s e l a t e n t

is substantially

c o lo r b o d ie s w h ic h t e n d t o

u n d e r th e s e c o n d i t i o n s .
o p t i c a l r o t a t i o n o f +1 t o

Th e r o s i n
+ 1 0 °,

f o r p a l e gum r o s i n a n d + l £ t o

1 3 . M eth od o f R e f i n i n g Rosin.

Hancock.

e x tr a c tio n

is

d a rk e n

c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y an

as com pared t o

+20 t o

+35°

+ 7 ° f o r FF wood rosin,

H . E. Kaiser and H. S.

Patent b - 2 5 .

^ood and gum rosin may be refined and brought up
to h ig h grade by treatment of the rosin with two liquids
w h ic h are substantially immiscible at some definite temp

erature and one of which will be a solvent of the rosin
but not of the color bodies, while the other will be a
solvent of the color bodies.
Xn carrying out the treatment th© rosin is dissolved
i n the l i q u i d solvent therefor, and the solvent for th©

color bodies is contacted with this, either by agitating,
if

immiscible, or by heating to a temperature at which

they are miscible.

After this contact, the two are per

mitted to separate and pale and dark rosins are recovered
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from the layers.
Alternatively, th© rosin may be dissolved In the
solvent for the color bodies and this solution be con
tacted with th© solvent for the pure rosin.

Th© dis

tribution of roaln between the two solvents is the same
as before and the color removal is as effective.
Petroleum hydrocarbons are normally used as the sol
vents for the rosin acids, while furfural is the most
commonly used solvent for the color bodies.

14. Method for Producing High-Grade R o s i n .
hrey .

I . vv. Hump

Patent b-37.

If a dark wood rosin Is treated with a low boiling
petroleum hydrocarbon, a separation of relatively pure
rosin from the dark acids is effected through the select
ive solution of the pure rosin.
The dark rosin is preferably treated In molten or
lump form, but It may be treated in s concentrated sol
ution In a suitable solvent, as gasoline, by adding a
large volume of the low-boiling hydrocarbon having th©
selectivity for the pure rosin;

a preclpitntion of the

color bodies results.
p araffin hydrocarbons,

specified as boiling below

15°C, are claimed to give good yields of pale rosin when
used In this process.
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15* Turpentine and Hosin from Wood Wastes by the Steam
and Solvent Process.

K. C. Palmer.

Heference #34.

Wood rosin* as extracted, grades PF--between F and
F on the gum scale.

The natural rosin has a character

istic reddish color by transmitted light.

It contains

yellow and brown pigments entirely absent In ©7l1 grades
of gum rosin.

The identity of these Is not known,

al

though their chemical structure is partially understood:
they seem to be oxygenated forms of abietic acid or oxyor hydroxy- esters of the acid.
A process for removing these color bodies has been
developed and Is applied in a Pensacola plant*

The fol

lowing description Is given:
The rosin is redissolved to give a solution of 15-20$
rosin In terpene fre e-naphtha.

This Is pumped through a

group of beds of fullers earth which takes up the color
bodies; the solution leaving the beds is decolorized;
pale rosin Is recovered by evaporation.
The total material removed In raising the grade from
FT? to 1 W is around 2b% of the weight of the dark rosin.
Since the earths used become saturated when approximately
10$ by weight of the earth has been adsorbed, several times
more earth than rosin Is required.

The earth Is made to

do Its maximum amount of work by employing cyclic opera
tion.

*Filtration or percolation, rather than contact
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methods offer the only possible method since the amount
of earth required in relation to the rosin is so great*.
The earth is regenerated by clrctilsting a solution
of ethyl alcohol in petroleum naphtha.

The alcohol must

be sufficiently anhydrous to prevent separation from pet
roleum solvents.

The alcohol 13 recovered by fractional

distillation of the extract.

The life of the earth is

as much as 750 revivifications; it would be infinite were
it not for mechanical accidents to screens, etc.

16. Process of Purifying Ho sin.
Burda, A. F. Oliver.

H. C. Palmer, J. L.

Patent Heference c-64.

The reason why adsorption methods have not been used
to decolorize rosin industrially is probably due to the
fact that quantities of earth two or three times th© weight
of the rosin are required to give commercially pure rosin.
To overcome this weakness and bring the rosin-earth
ratio to within practical U n i t s ,

the authors propose an

arrangement for obtaining more decolonization from a given
weight of earth.
This arrangement consists of forming a number of
groups of adsorbent beds from beds of varying purities,
arranging the beds in each group in order such that the
bed with the most impurities is at the inlet end and the
freshest b e d

3

are at the discharge end.

As solution is
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pumped through and the beds lose their effectiveness the
8iost spent bed is cut from the Inlet end and a fresh bed
Is added at th© discharge end.
Such an arraugment is claimed to raise the grade pro
duced from X to N, or three color grades, with the same
consumption of earth.

17. Regeneration of Spent Clays.

K. C. ^almer.

latent c-33.

The spent clay or fullers earth from the deeolorization
cycle is regenerated by treatment with a mixture of alcohol
and petroleum naphtha.

This mixture, at or just below its

boiling point, is pumped through a series of beds, the ar
rangement of which conforms to the principles of the pro
ceeding abstract*
The mixture dissolves the impurities from the clay;
the resulting solution is displaced by washing with fur
ther quantities of naphtha, leaving the earth ready for
reuse.

The filtrate is evaporated to recover the resin

ous color bodies; the volatiles are fractionated to re
cover the alcohol and naphtha in a for suitable for reuse.

13. Removing Color from Ho sin.

W. B . Logan.

Patent d-29.

Halide compounds may be caused to combine with the color
bodies In rosin, while the rosin is in solution In a suit
able solvent such as petroleum naphtha, producing thereby
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what is believed to b© an addition product between the
Halogen compound and the color bodies; this product is
less soluble in th© rosin solvent than is the original
color body,

Th© impurities are thus precipitated, leav

ing a solution of light colored rosin.
Stannic,

stannous, and aluminum halides are spe

cifically claimed.

Chlorides are preferred for their

greater availability and cheapness.

On© to ten pounds

of the halide per hundred pounds of ro3in are recommended.
Specifically,

the use of 5'& stannic chloride gives M rosin.

19. Process for Purifying Rosin.

H. T. Taryan.

Patent

References d-2 and d-3.
Yaryan attributes the color of wood rosin to the
presence of pitch and other impurities caused by burning
the stumps before extraction.

The extraction process

dissolves these It purities and their presence in th© rosin
causes the objectionable color.
By dissolving the rosin in a hydrocarbon solvent and
agitating successively with 66 and QB% strength sulfuric
acid, these impurities are removed; a purified wood rosin
remains in solution.
In the second of these patents, the sludge formed by
the acid agitation is washed with water to effect recovery
of both the acid and the dark rosin.
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2 0 . P ro c e a a f o r Im p ro v in g R o a in .

A. A. M o r to n .

I n on© o f t h e fe w p a t e n t e d p ro c e s s e s f o r
w ith

s u lfu r ic

a r© o t h e r s ) ,

a c i d ( t h e p r o c e e d in g a b s t r a c t

s tir r e d

In

g a s o lin e ,

w i t h Q2fo s u l f u r i c

i n th© p r o p o r t io n o f a p p r o x im a t e ly 7 5 p a r t s
a c id to

treating r o s i n

and patent e - 0 9

a c o n c e n tra te d s o lu tio n o f r o s in

65-70^ r o s i n c o n t e n t , I s

Patent © - 7 4 .

of

a c id

(1 0 0 ^ )

each 1 0 0 p a r t s o f r o s i n .

*fhe p re d o m in a n t e f f e c t

is p o ly m e r iz a tio n ,

in c r e a s in g

t h e m o le c u la r w e ig h t o f th e r o s i n as much as f o u r o r f i v e
t im e s ,

and r a i s i n g t h e m e l t i n g p o i n t

p ro v e m e n t I n the c o l o r o f the r o s i n
p la c e

at t h e

55-65°C.

Slight im 

Is o b s e rv e d t-o take

same t i m e .

T h e formation of an acid sludge accompanies the

polymerization.

Hosin Is recovered from this in the man

n e r disclosed In the Y&ry&n process.

2 1 . P ro c e s s for Refining Rosin and Solvent Therefor.
E . M. Toby.

Patent Reference 1 1 4 - b .

This patent prescribes th© specifications for a sol
vent which effects color improvement In ^he rosin by sel
ectively dissolving pure rosin acids from low grade rosin
in lump or molten form.

This solvent is almost entirely

pentan©s and hexanes with less than 2% unssturates, eromatics, and naphthenos.
call for:

Speciflections, as set forth,
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I n i t i a l b o i l i n g p o i n t a ro u n d

9 2 °F

SSj£ p o i n t

a ro u n d

1 0 0 ®F

Knd p o i n t

a ro u n d

1 4 5 °F

0 . 0 . P . C h a r a c te r iz a tio n
F a c t o r *K*
abo ve

1 2 ,0

K a u r i B u ta n o l S o lv e n c y b e lo w

3 0 .0

A n ilin e P o in t

ab o ve

S p e c ific O r a v ity

a ro u n d

1 4 0 °F
.6 7 0
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